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WATER RESOURCES OF HARRISON COIMTY* TEXAS
sy
W. L. Broadhurst and S.D. Breeding
Introduction
This report includes records oj? 195 wells and 5 springs, drillers 1 logs
of 53 wells, brief descriptions of electrical logs of 5 wells, and results
of partial chemical analyses of water from 141 wells and 5 springs in
Harrison County,, Texas ? It includes 2 maps, one showing the locations of
the wells and springs 3 and the other a geologic map of Harrison bounty and
adjacent or nearby counties to the north and west (fig* l) copied from the
geologic map of Texas which was compiled in 1937 by the Geological Surveys
U« S* Department of the Interior-. It also includes a page of graphs (figs 2)
reproduced from the electrical logs of 5 oil tests in the county* The
numbers shown on the well map and in figure 2 correspond to those in the
tables of well records,, well logs,, and water analyses »
The records were obtained between October 17, 1941,, and February 14,
1942, in connection with a state-wide program of ground-water investigation
in Texas conducted by the State Board of Water Engineers in cooperation
with the Geological Survey*
The report also includes a chapter on the supply of surface water
available in the county from the Sabine River and- Little Cypress Creek,
which consists essentially of analyses of runoff based on measurements
of the discharge of the Sabine River in Gregg County and Cypress Creek in
Marion County*
The water analyses were made by W* W, Hastings, chemist of the Quality
of Yfater Division of the U. S* Geological Survey, and by chemists employed
by the Work Projects Administration under the supervision of Mr* Hastings
and Dr.. E. P* Sohooh, Director of the Bureau of Industrial Chemistry of The
University of Texas. The results of the analyses, which relate to the
mineral constituents in the water and not to its sanitary character, are
tabulated in parts per million on pages 45 to 51 * For the convenience
of those who prefer a different form of expression, the analyses of 20 of
the samples are also given in equivalents per million on page 52 .
Topography, Population and Economical Development
Harrison County is about 150 miles east of Dallas, in the timbered
region of northeast Texas,adjacent to the Louisiana border. The surface
of the county is gently rolling to hilly and in .general rises from east
to west* The minimum elevation above sea level is about 200 feet and the
maximum about 500 feet a
According to the census of 1940, Harrison County had a population of
50,900, and Marshall, the county seat and trading center, had 18,410.
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The chief industries of Marshall include the railroad shops, a oar-wheel
foundry, commercial carbon plant., brick plants flour mi11, cottonseed
oil mill, cotton compress., milk products plant; and a basket and crate
factory* Other towns in the county and their population in 1940 are
Hallsvilie, lfooosl f000s Waskom, 564; and Earnack, 70<.
The economic development of Harrison County is diversified... A part
of the area is covered with second-growth loblolly and short-leaf yellow
pine and hardwood which support a thriving lumber industry. Other natural
resources that have been more or less extensively developed include gas,
brick-clay, and lignite. The chief farm crops are cotton, corn, hay,
ribbon cane, fruits s berries, and vegetables. Dairying is an important
livestock industry, and a fairly large number of beef cattle and hogs are
raised for market *
Precipitation
Monthly records of the precipitation at Marshall from 1893 to 1899
and from 1908 to 1942, collected by the U« S,Weather Bureau,, are shown
in the following tables According to these records the average annual
precipitation during 42 years was 45*55 inches. Among the wettest years
were 189-5 with 62.65 inches; 1896 With 61.48 inohesj 1933 with 58*64 inches;
1940 with 55.28 inches;- and 1941 with 58*62 inches. The driest year on
record was 1936 with only 29=92 inches. Other dry periods include 1909
and 1910 with a yearly average of 33*62 inches; 1916, 1917, and 1918 with
a yearly average of 34*13 inches: 1924 with 30^33 inohesj and 1933 with
38»26 inches c The precipitation is not evenly distributed throughout the
year but is lowest in the late summer and fall and highest in the winter
and springs
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Precipitation, in inches, 1893 to 1899 and 1908 to 1942 at Marshall, Texas
Year Jan* Feb, Mar. Apr. May June July Aug 9 Sept. Oct-, Wov» Deo^ Annual
1893 *Q,38 -*1.82 *2.88 *1e67l e 67 5,40 9.00 T 1085 2,20 0,55 9=55 1,65 36*95
1894 4,30 *3*40 *7«07 5.30 2,60 1,95 5.15 4*75 5.25 1.85 1,80 2060 46^02
1895 7,66 4 o 64 3*60 1-00 11080 4.00 11.75 1,45 ,70 4p25 5.70 6*lo 62c 60
1896 15*40 13.10 5,15 *2*09 *2«42 *3.41 *3«78 1*47 *3->3O *6«66 *2»15 *2055 61*48
1897 *5*19 * «30 9,79 3,51 3.26 4042 *3.003 #1.70 *2.16 2,48 <,97 7«.66 44,47
1898 7,88 3 c19 4=lo- 1.28 2»82 9,00 r.70 2032 3,75 lc9o 4,28 *2.55 43c77
1899 2*33 2«53 2= 04 3.24 *6*87 *4,94 *1.81 ,83 * ,43 *5.60 *1«86 *4c20 36068
1908 *2057 *5.79 *2»62 *4*96*10*30 *2»05 3,75 4,87 6.98 ,17 1*73 *3«02 48S Bl
1909 * «45 *3*74 *3*lB 1,85 2.86 2fc952 fc 95 1.56 1,76 ,90 4*67 1?94 8.47 34,33
1910 2*40 4«22 1«63 4.69 4*55 I^oB ,72 3,16 «19 1 "^ pi. atv Cj 2,70 6.26 32,92
1911 .74 1.91 2 a 61 10.53 ,95 ,46 7.51 4,60 .61 1024 1.24 8.35 40,75
1912 4*13 2,19 10*64 7.17 2*42 5,89 1r,60 8,52 .97 a 55 ,18 4,72 48,98
1913 3*51 5*12 5027 5*12 2.29 2c03 2078 ,75 13.63 5,67 1,12 6023 53.52
IS14 I*2l 5*15 6059 4,24 5,68 c6B I*ol Bd9 1,66 ,15 6015 9=78 50,49
1915 5,91 4.50 2.,33 5*07 1,17 3.45 I*6l 14c11 2,20 1,86 6=41 1,87 50.49
1916 7,36 cO5 1064 3.43 5*28 I*7o 2,77 1,12 2,34 2,41 3,41 2091 34.42
1917 3.32 3.05 19 3.56 2018 I*o2 9,47 4,59 1.75 1.11 1p25 1.09 35,51
1918 2*99 .78 2.20 7.37 1,23 3.10 »06 3,74 ,77 2c06 4.37 3,50 32.47
1919 4.,09 4>26 2»66 3093 2*97 5,80 2059 5040 2 c13 10.37 6= 85 2,37 53.42
1920 5=75 2,52 3061 4,25 5,45 2 c94 3.66 4,17 1,55 3 902 3c97 5*49 46,38
1921 *3.14 2,65 3.85 16,20 1.41 5,69 4.82 2*44* 1,50 075 1,15 4,83 49.43
1922 5,32 6.35 9»25 6.85 2027 5-30 4 c 54 2026 2.09 .77 3,09-"■ 1.80 49.89
1923 4.69 7.39 2,88 6.95 1.51 2064 1.10 «87 4.43 2,56 o 77C,1I: 8.70 46.49
19 24 5,07 3,85 4.60 3*43 6031 c97:.T .1,10 .77 006 1.92 2*25 30.35
19 25 5.68 1*24 3*lo 2.03 3r45 ,85 4aol 084 2-068 5= 27 11.61 2,07 42.83
1926 4.75 0 97 9*51 4.22 2.91 6^92 6040 2.72 1.01 4,17 1*52 7.75 520 85
1927 2*31 o OU 5017 10c 71 5,18 4..53 6008 1,34 2,02 4 c 61 1,83 4,74 52.32
1928 *87 3.43 3.56 9.59 4.41 8,26 5c09 p4O ,71 4,65 4,91 4,67 50.60
1929 4.36 2,57 3*49 *5.42 *6050 *39013 901 *1»23 c2O 2c91 *2<,44 *4081 *43354 335 41.30
1930 3*20 4*50 1.70 0 66 8.31 093 1,05 2*55 2.71 7,02 5*86 4*70 43.19
1931 2,91 4,93 3,45 2,67 1,46 3a40 3a413 a41 4*53 1*22 3,50 40694 O 69 12.74 48«91
1932 13*13 7c53 503 0 2.45 2c40 2058 1.14 72 20Q4 I*sl 3*15 8,68 50.63
1933 8.68 4058 7.38 4.39 8,20 T 13*01 I=l3 c56 2,40 1,02 7c29 58.64
1934 40034 o 03 3030 6.02 4,80 3020 I*l2 1,34 1,24 1*24 050 9.73 2095 39<48
1935 2*32 3*46 4030 3.34 10.83 6*40 1-60 .69 2.19 5,28 2.93 4.54 47.88
193 6 068 1,82 2*57 1095 6,87 074 1= 61 1.30 1-01 3,66 3,81 3«90 29.92
1937 7.76 1*93 3.96 2c 49 «60 1,84 2.38 078 3.15 4.03 8.58 7.60 45.10
1938 3,07 2.86 3,20 QQ ? 1"1u»OS ■ Cj»i. i. 3*lo 6.27 2.15 1.72 .51 5.34 4.04 38.26
1939 7 = 02 7.56 I*l9 2.37 2»94 3 0.73 2«56 1,83 .16 .49 7« 03 4.45 41,33
1940 1,48 2056 3,28 4.75 3.04 6»96 2.14 7.00 .58 39̂&O 10.65 9.61 55.28
1941 3041 3052 4.82 5.15 6*38 6080 5.63 5,30 4.65 5,64 5.18 58.62






This section of the report was prepared under the direct supervision
and with the constructive criticism of W« I,White, engineer in charge of
ground-water investigations in Texas*
Source, Occurrence, and Movement of Ground Water
General principles
Ground water has been defined as the water that occurs in the zone of
saturation below the surface of the earths It is derived chiefly from
precipitation or seepage from streams on the outcrop areas of the water----*
bearing beds» A part of the precipitation runs off directly in streams
to the sea,, a part is returned to the atmosphere by evaporation and transpi-*
ration through trees and other plants,a part is held near the surface of
the earth as soil moisture, and a part sinks downward to the zone of satu-
ration in which all the interstitial openings in the rocks are filled with
water* After entering the zone of saturation the water is seldom ever stilly
but under the influence of gravity it continues to move slowly down the dip
of the water-bearing beds until it is intercepted by wells or is discharged
through some natural outlet, either into the sea, into spring and streams,
or into some underlying or'overlying beds. For detailed discussions of the
fundamental principles of the occurrence and movement of ground water, the
reader is referred to papers by Meinzer and Wenzel l/»
Most of the aquifers, or water-bearing beds, in this area are sands
and sandstones interbedded with clays and shales which are inclined at an
angle with the land surface; the water occurs between the individual sand
grainso Each aquifer appears at the surface in a band of outcrop from which
it dips beneath younger beds to increasingly greater depths beneath the
surface«
On the outcrops of the aquifers the water is unoonfined and does not
rise in.wells above the water table whioh is the upper surface of the zone
of saturation* Down the dip5 however, where the aquifers are confined
between relatively impermeable strata_, the water is usually under sufficient
hydrostatic pressure to rise in wells above the level at which it is en-
countered* If the altitude to which the water will rise is greater than the
altitude of the land surface flowing wells may be obtained*
In Harrison County the general slope of the land surface is eastward
whereas the regional dip of the beds is westward and northwestward* Hence,
although the water in the confined aquifers rises above the levels at which
it is struck,* the conditions over the area as a whole are not favorable for
~T7MeI.nzcr,,- 0* Eff# The occurrence of ground water in the United States:
U« S> Qeolo Survey Water-Supply Paper 489, 321 pp» , 1923.3 Outline of ground-
water hydrology: U* S* Geol* Survey Water-supply Paper 494, 71 pp.? 1923 j




Wenzel; L>> K«.^ Method for determining permeability of water-bearing
materials: U. S. Geol? Survey Water-Supply Paper 887, 192 pp*, 1942»
ileinzer., Os E*| and Tfenzel,, L. E«, Physios of the Earth, vol. 9,
Hydrology; pp* 385-478, McGraw-Hill, 1942 "
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obtaining flowing wells, the land surface in most places being at a higher
altitude than the outcrops of the underlying confined beds-. However, in
relatively low area along the streams a few flowing wells have been drilled
(see well map) and in similar areas others may be drilled*
When a well is pumped the water level in the well drops and an hydraulic
gradient toward the well from all directions is developed in the surrounding
water-bearing material ?. It is this hydraulic gradient that causes water to
flow toward the well* Within limits the amount of water that will enter a
well varies directly with the amount the water level is lowered. The ratio
between the lowering of the water levels or draw-down while the well is
being pumped, and the yield of the well is called the specific capacity and'
is usually expressed as the yield in gallons a minute per foot of draw-down*
This ratio is commonly used as a gage of the productivity of a well*
Geologic Formations and Their Water -Bearing Properties
Except for the alluvial and terrace deposits of silts, sands, and clays
of. Quaternary age, all the rocks that crop out in Harrison County are
of Tertiary age and belong to- the following geologic subdivisions: Wilcox
group (undifferentiated); Uarrizo sand;Mount Selman formation (Reklaw
member, Queen City sand member, and Weohes greensand member), and Sparta
sand* (See figo l)» The information-given below is based on field
investigations by the writer 3 maps compiled by the United States Geological
Survey and the East Texas Geological Society, and the report by Sellards
and others Zj of the Texas Bureau of Economic Geology to which the reader
is referred for detailed descriptions of the rock formations « Beginning
with the Wilcox group.? the rocks are listed in the order in which they
were deposited or .in age from -oldest 'to youngestc This is the order in which




Wilcox group (undif ferentiated.)
The" Wiloox- group, designated Ew| an the geologic map-;., crops, rut' in- the'
eas tarn -and southern parts of Harrison County, and in general the beds dip "■
noi"thwesrtward'"lnto the .East Texas sync-line- The- gr-crap consists of several .
hundred-feet of cl.ays or shales ? sandy clays, sands-, and thin,.,beds of
lignite « The sands are medium to f ine--gr-ained and in seme places- 50.. feet ""■'■ ■
o-r- more in thickness « In. general? however, the- individual beds of sand ... ..
are lenticular and, therefore, are difficult to correlate betwe-en wells,
even wells a short distance apart*- Relatively large quantities of potable-
water have.been, obtained from sands in the Wiloox group, but due to -the
extreme variations in. the- physical characteristics o.f the., beds the quantity
_2/ Seilards* E,, h« Adkins, W.-> S^ and Plummer., F» B*, The geology of Texas,
yoU lp Stratigraphy: Texas Univ.. Bull, 3232 pp« 519-655;, 1932 "
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of water available to wells oan be only roughly estimated in unexplored
parts of the county*
The sandy phase of the Wilcox group is underlain- by 700 to 1.000 feet
of clay* shale, s,nd marl belonging to the lower part of the Wiloox group and
the underlying Midway group* Below this clay section a sand of considerable
thickness p presumably the Nacatoch sand of the Mavarro group of Cretaceous
age;, has been recorded in the logs of several oil testso (See table of
drillers 5 logs)* According to the meager information that is available
the water from the Hacatoch sand inHarrison County is salty*.
Claiborne group
Carrizo sand
The Carrizo sand., which rests uncbnformably on the Wilcox group, crops
out in a narrow crescent-shaped belt across the east-central and the southern
parts of the county,; (See fig. I)'.. The average thickness of the sand
is between 50 and 60 feet according to available well logs.; but the thickness
varies considerably within short distances due in part to the uneven surface
on which the sand was deposited-. In the outcrop area the Carrizo consists
mostly of medium-grained quartz sand but contains some yellowish clay and
ferruginous cementing material. The position of the sand In the geologic
seotion can be identified on the surface and from electrical logs of some
of the wells in the area, but in drillers' logs it is difficult to
distinguish the Carrizo sand from sands of the Wiloox group below and the
Reklaw member of the Mount Selman formation above*
In many parts of Texas the Carrizo sand yields large quantities of
water of good quality to wells* In Harrison County the development of wells
in the formation has been small., and the water contains considerable iron
in areas on or near the outcrop where the formation can be identified in
we11s c
Mount Selman formation
Reklaw member «- The Reklaw member of the Mount Selman formation
overlies the Carrizo sand and crops out in a belt about 2 to 5 miles in
width adjoining the outcrop of the Carrizo sand on the west and northwest*
It is about 100 feet in thickness and consists mostly of shales and sandy
olays but in some localities contains beds of glauconiate, glauconitic sand,
and sandstones Its outcrop is characterized by bright red clay soils* In
general the Reklaw yields only small amounts of somewhat highly mineralized
water to wells .»
Queen City sand member »■*"- The outcrop area of the Queen City sand
member occupies approximately the northwestern one-third of the county*
The member has a maximum thickness of about 200 feet in this area and is
composed mostly of light-gray cross~bedded medium to fine-grained quartz
sand but contains some silt, clay, bentonite, greensand, and impure lignite 0
It weathers into a light- colored sandy loam* Shallow dug wells in the out-
crop of this sand member yield soft fresh water in sufficient quantities
for domestic use and stocks No deep wells are known to have been completed
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in the (4ueen City sand member in Harrison County«
Welches greensand member ■— The Weolies greensand member caps the hills
and ridges or crops out along their slopes in the western,and northwestern
parts of the countyo It contains iron ore in considerable quantities but
is not known to yield water to wells except in small quantities*
Sparta sand
The Sparta sand, overlying the Tfeches greensand member of the Mount
Selman formation, caps a few of the isolated hills in the northwestern part
of the county* However, because of its small areal extent and lack of
thickness, it is not economically important as a source of ground water »
Quaternary system
Recent series
Relatively thin Recent alluvial and terrace deposits of sand, silt,
and clay, which are found in the valleys of the principal stream^ yield
small quantities of water to shallow domestic wells.
Present Development of Water Supplies from Wells
The public and industrial water supplies of Marshall, and the public
supplies of Hallsville,WaskomP and Karnack, are obtained from wells « Most
of these wells range from 150 to 470 feet in depth and draw water from sands
in the Wilcox group* A few industrial wells at Marshall are less than 100
feet in depths Those shallow wells, and the city well at Hallsville which
is 200 feet in depths probably dray/ water from the Carrizo sancU
Most of the wells that were recorded in the rural areas are less than
50 feet in depth and furnish small supplies of water for county schools,
farms, and small-town domestic use » Such supplies can be obtained almost
anywhere in the county from shallow wells in Eocene sands or alluvial
depositso In the western part of the county most of the wells are dug. some
of them are lined with tile or brick but many are open holes » In the "eastern
and southeastern parts of the county many of the farm wells are bored or
drills d and a few of them are finished with 6-inch tile or galvanized iron
oasing*
The position of the water-bearing sands and the development of ground
water in different parts of the county are briefly discussed below.
Northwestern part of county
All of the water wells that were recorded in this part of the county
are dug wells less than 50 feet in depths Such wells have furnished
sufficient water for domestic use and stock and, as there has been no
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industrial development in the area requiring large quantities of water t
no deep water wells have been drilledc However.* a few miles west of this
area in Upshur Countyt wells that yield relatively large quantities of
good water have been developed from sands ranging in depth from 200 to 600
feet below the surface «
Two oil tests, nos? 199 and 200P about 1..000 feet in depths were found
at distances of 13 and 11 miles, respectively., northwest of Marshall,? (See
map). The electrical log of well- 199 from 50 to 865 feet,, reproduced in
figure 2, shows sands or sandy zones at 50 to 180, 280 to 350, and 700 to
750 feet* The electrical log of well 200 from 30 to 827 feet shows sands
03/ sandy zones at 70 to 130, 200 to 300, and 660 to 680 feet. These sands
or sandy zones, having a combined thickness of about 250 feet in well 199,
and 180 feet in well 200, are believed to represent a part of the Queen
City sand member of the Mount Selman formation, the Carrizo sand; and sands
of the Wiloox group.
According to data furnished by the East Texas Geological Society,, the
Vfiloox group ranges in thickness from about 600 to 700 feet in the western
and northwestern parts of Harrison County, and the overlying Carrizo sand,,
dipping northwestward at the rate of about 15 feet per mile, increases in
thickness from about 50 feet on the outcrop near Hallsville to more than
100 feet in the northwest corner of the county in the East Texas synoline*
Inasmuch as the Queen City sand member of the Mount Selman format ion,
the Carrizo sand, and sands of the Wilcox group underlie most of this part
of the county, the prospects should be fairly food for obtaining ground
water in the area in sufficient quantities to meet moderate industrial
demands') The evidence afforded by existing wells in the surrounding area
indicates that no important fresh-water sands are to be expected at depth
greater than about 800 feet or below the sandy phase of the Wilcox group-
Southwestern part of county in vicinity of Hallsville
The town of Hallsville is supplied with about 15,000 gallons of water
a day from well 107. The well was drilled in 1939 to a depth of 613 feet,
and according to the drillers 5 log sands were encountered at 162 to 200,
275 to 285; and 501 to 592 feet. Samples of water that were obtained at
depths of 275 and 500 feet/ during the drilling of the well, apparently
were not acceptable for municipal supply as the well was plugged back to
201 feet. The well is equipped with a deep-well turbine-type pump driven
by a 10~horsepower electrical motor. It is reported that the static water
level was 90 feet below the surface when the well was drilled, and that the
draw—dora during a pumping test was 35 feet after the well had been pumped
at the rate of 100 gallons a minute for 10 hours. On this basis the specific
capacity of the well (yield in gallons a minute per foot of draw-down) is
about 3o The water is very soft and comparatively low in dissolved solids o
A. test well drilled for the city in 1938 to a depth of 932 feet, about one-
fourth mile from the city well, was considered a failure and was abandoned*
Two wells,, noso 104 and 105, about 3 miles east of Hallsville 3 272 and
250 feet in depth., respectively, yield water from a sand at about 215 feet*?
The wells are equipped with cylinder pumps driven by small electrical motors*
Well 104 is said to have a yield of 50 to 75 gallons a minute* The water
is moderately soft and low in dissolved solids » A sample from well 104^
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however/ contained 2»7 parts per million of iron which is considered high
for domestic us c *
Well 122, a drilled farm well 6g- miles west of Hallsville, is 304
feet in depth and supplies a small quantity of fresh soft water for domestic
purposes and stooko This well is also equipped with a cylinder pump driven
by a small electrical motoro
Records were obtained of three oil tests in this part of the county,
wells 128, 132. and 137, Well 128., reported to be 3,000- feet deep, is in
the Sabine River bottoms about 6 miles south of Hallsville* The well has a
very small flow of water at ground level and the water contains 1,340 parts
per million of dissolved solids chiefly sodium, bicarbonate, and chloride *
The log of the well could not be obtained and the depth of this water-bearing
formation is unknown* A partial electrical log of well 132, about 3gf miles
southeast of Hallsville, shows sands from about 310 to 340 and 590 to 680
feet and mostly clay or shale from 680 feet to the bottom of the logged
section of the well at 1,200 feet* In well 137 3 in the Sabine River bottoms
about 7'q miles southeast of Hall-sville sands were reported by the driller
at 30 to 60, 185 to 200, and 1,665 to 1*676 feet. The well has a natural
flow of about 15 gallons of water a minute two feet above the ground, which
is said to come from the sand at 185-200 feet* The water is very soft but
contains 684 parts per million of dissolved solids., principally sodium
bicarbonate o
"he Queen City sand member of the Mount Selman formation is relatively
thin or absent 1 in this part of the county,, and the Carrizo sand is present
only in its outcrop area and to the north of the outcrop. The Wilcox group,
which is about 600 to 700 feet in thickness in this area, crops out along
the Sabine River and dips northwestward* On the whole the evidence afforded
by existing wells does not appear very encouraging for obtaining moderately
large to large supplies of ground water low in dissolved solids in the area o
Conditions are believed to be more favorable in the area north and northwest
of Hallsville«
Central part of county in vicinity of Marshall
Ten municipally owned wells, nos< 61 to 70 inclusive, ranging from 200
to 473 feet in depth, supply the city of Marshall with about 1,000,000
gallons of water a day* The wells are equipped with deep-well turbine-type
pumps driven by electrical motors and yield from 88 to 210 gallons a minute
eaoh| their maximum combined yield amounts to about 2,000,000 gallons a day*
Six of the wells, nos« .61 to 66, drilled at different times from 1906 to
19362 are at the old water works pumping station in the valley of a small
creek about three miles northeast of the city* &ome of the wells are re-
ported to have had a natural flow when drilled but the static water level
was about 20 feet below the surfa.ee in November 1941* Four of the municipal
wells, noso 67 tc 70- are within the city li; its and were drilled during
the three-year period 1936 to 1938* A large part of the city water supply
is obtained from these four wells and as a result the water levels in the
wells have declined considerably* The water levels in wells 68 and 69 were
reported to have been 100 feet below the surface when the wells were drilled,
but in November 1941, after the pumps had been shut doxvn for several days,
the measured water levels were 181 feet below the surface., The water from
the weIX3 both at the old plant and with the city is soft and low in
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dissolved solids (see table of analyses)
Exploratory wells at Marshall about 1,000 feet in depth failed to
find any appreciable supply of water below 500 fee to. Logs of 5 of the
oity wells and 6 core tests put down by the city are given in the table
of drillers ! logs*
Seven wells ,5 noss 90 to 96 inclusive., supply the Darco Corporation
plant near the western city limits of Marshall with about 400^000 gallons
of water a day* The v/ells range from 50 to 248 feet in depth, and yield frcm
22 to about 130 gallons a minute each« The water is lew in dissolved
solids but is hard and high in iron*.
The supply of water pumped from about 20 wells in or near the city of
Marshall averages about 2^ooo*ooo gallons a day* By proper location and
construction of wells, additional supplies of considerable magnitude should
be obtainable in this part of the county*
Northeastern part of county in vicinity of Karnack
No large supplies of ground water have been developed in this part
of the county* Water wells have been drilled near Karnack.. ranging in
depth from 100 to 430 feet,,but have encountered only a relatively small
amount of water-bearing sand»
Well 29 ? put down in February 1942 for the town of Karnack., was
originally drilled to a depth of 430 feet but was partly filled and com-
pleted at 306 feet, the principal sand being between 200 and 230 feet
(see log)o The yield was 30 gallons a minute during the development of
the welie The static water level was about 71 feet below the surface in
March 1942«
Well 30; at the Longhorn Ordnance Works plant in Karnack^ is 133
feet in depth*. The log shows 31 feet of sandy shale (reported as water-
bearing) from 75 to 106 feet and 25 feet of sand from 108 to 133 feet*
The maximum yield of the well is reported to be 20 gallons a minute»
Well 36; at the Caddo Lake State Park, Ix miles northwest of Karnack^
is 315 feet in depth and the water level was 163 feet below the surface
in October 1941» The yield is reported to be 8 gallons a minute*
There is considerable variation in the chemical character of water
from the wells in this area although the water in most of the shallow wells
is acceptable for domestic purposeso
Electrical logs of 2 oil tests,? nos* 26 and 39 5 3 miles southwest and
4 miles northeast of Karnack; respectively^ are shown in figure 2» Accord-
ing to an interpretation of the logs^ the base of the sandy zone of the
Wilcox group was reached about 270 feet below the surface in well 26 and
about 125 feet in well 39 which is somewhat farther up the dip. About 900
feet of clay or shale occurs below the sandy zone in each well.
Three oil tests in the area., wells 27. 35, and 52 have small flows
of water.3 The water from two of them^ wells 2 7 and 52, is soft and fresh*
but the water from well 35, which is reported to be about 1,000 feet in d©J
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is very salty and is believed to come from the Nacatoch sand*
Only small quantities of water low in dissolved solids are likely to
be developed from wells in this area*
South-central part of county
Most of the wells that were recorded in this area range from about 40
to 350 feet in depth and furnish .small supplies of water for domestic use
and stocks
Well no. 138., in Panola County9 14s" miles southwest of Marshall* is
343 feet in depth and flows about 50 gallons a minute 2952 9 5 feet above the ■
surface. The water is very soft but contains 1,225 parts per million of
dissolved solids principally sodiuma bicarbonate, and chloride. It supplies
the industrial and domestic requirements at a saw mill?
Well not 165,about 9 miles southeast of Marshall, is 150 feet in depth
and yields about 7 gallons a minute * It supplies water for the Humble Pipe
Line pump s tationo
Several wells ranging from 40 to 150 feet in depth were drilled on
farms of the Government negro resettlement project about 8 to 14 miles
south of Marshall, but the farmers reported that the water was not suitable
for domestic use 0 The well logs show that lignite was encountered at
depths of from 30 to 60 feeto
Large quantities of water low in dissolved minerals are not likely to
be developed from -wells in this area,
Southeastern part of county in vicinity of Waskom
Several attempts have been made to develop ground-water supplies in
and near Waskom,. some of which were successful and others were not. Well
179,, about 3 miles southwest of Waskom, an unused well about 270 feet in
depth, is said to have had a very small yield, but well 180, a nearby
unused well 164 feet in depth, formerly provided sufficient water for the
operation of oil drilling rigsc Well 188., east of Waskom> about 400 feet
in depth, is reported to be a udry hole,15 but well 189., about 100 yards
away and 200 feet in depth, yields about 100 gallons a minute » Wells 186
and 187, 150 feet in depth, yield about 100 gallons a minute each and supply
the town of Waskonu Well 190,, one mile southeast of Waskom, is 200 feet
in depth and yields about 150 gallons a minute " It supplies water for the
Waterman Lumber Company <?
The quality of water from the wells in this area varies materially*
Inmost of the shallow wells the water is sOftand low in dissolved solids,
but in a few it is very hard and contains more than I^ooo parts per million
of dissolved solids.
Drillers 1 logs of several gas wells (not included in this report) in
the gas field south of Waskom indicate that the base of the sandy zone of
the Wileox group is about 250 feet below the surface, and a sand (probably
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Nacatoch) carrying salty water was encountered approximately lsoool sOOO feet
below the surface. Wells that will yield relative ly large quantities of
water low in dissolved solids may "be developed in some places, but in




Plarrison County is drained by numerous small streams tributary to the
Sabine River which forms a part of the southern boundary of the county, and
by Little Cypress Creek which passes through the northwestern part of the
county o No continuous records of stream flow have been obtained on any
streams within or bordering the county except the Sabins River near Tatum,
where a gaging station has been maintained since January 1939« These records
are of too short duration to be of much value and longer records collected
nearby will be used here «
Continuous records of the flow of Cypress Creek have been obtained
from July 1924 to date at a gaging station inMarion County, 8 miles west
of Jefferson* Continuous records of the flow of the Sabine River have been
obtained at two points upstream from the west boundary of Harrison bounty;
one near Longview, where a gaging station was maintained from January 1904
to December 1906, and from October 1923 to December 1932; and the other at
Gladewater, where measurements have been made from October 193 2 to date0
These records xvere collected by the Surface-Water Division of the U. S«-
Geological Survey in cooperation with "the Texas Board of Water Engineers
and have been published annually in Geological Survey Water-Supply Papers*
Copies of these records may be obtained at the Washington office of the
Geological Survey or at the Austin office of the Survey and Texas Board of
'tfater Enginecrs«
"he Cypress Creek drainage basin above the gaging station near
Jefferson has an area, of 848 square miles in Marion, T-pshur,T-pshur, Morris, Camp
and Titus counties and probably has an annual rainfall comparable with that
in Harrison County<> The records of the discharge of the creek for the
period 1925 to 1941, show an average annual runoff of 406,000 acre-feet*
(An acre-foot is the amount of water required to cover ■ one acre to a depth
of 12 inches and is equivalent to about 326.-,000 gi-.llons) <> This amounts to
a runoff of 479 acre-feet per square mile, or a depth of 8,98 inches o During
the same period the average annual rainfall over the basin according to
records at Jefferson, Mount Pleasant and Naples (Finley), was about 45
inches » The minimum flow during 12 consecutive months occurred from May
1939 to April 1940, and amounted to 91,500 acre-feet,, representing 108
acre-feet per square mile., or a depth of 2»02 inches., '-^he minimum flow
during 6 consecutive months occurred from July to December 1939, when the
runoff was 4,330 acre-feet, representing s*l acre-feet per square mile, or
a depth of 0010-incho There were periods of no flow in 1925 and 1939 - the
longest being 45 days from September 24, to November 8, 1939* During the
17-year period,, the flow was less than 20 acre^-feet per day at times in
every year except 1927, 1928, and 1941,
A study of the available data indicates that the relation between the
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annual rainfall and runoff in Cypress Creek basin above the gaging station
has been about as follows:
Relation between rainfall and runoff in Cypress Creek Basin,1925 to 1941
The runoff resulting from a given amount of rainfall depends to a
considerable extent upon the distribution and intensity of the rainfall
whereas the above figures are based on the average annual runoff resulting
from varying amounts of annual rainfall during the 17-year period* However,
the figures 'are believed to give a fair indication of the annual surface-
water yield that may be expected from large areas in Harrison County*
The following table gives a few pertinent facts obtained from the
records of the daily flow of the Sabine River near Longview and G-ladewater
about 6 miles and 18 miles,, respectively, upstream from the western boundary
of Harrison COUC 0Unttoyo
Runoff of Sabine River near Gladewater and Longview, Texas
Based on the records given in part in the above table the annual runoff
of the river near Longview during the years 1902--O6 and 1924-32 averaged
1,478,,000 aore-feet from an area of 3,013 square miles and the minimum run-
off during a period of .12 consecutive months amounted to 225,160 acre-feet.
£'he annual runoff near G-ladewater during 1932-41 averaged 1,143,150 acre-
feet from an area of 2,846 square miles and the minimum runoff during a
period of 12 consecutive months amounted to 229,500 aore-feeto In the 6
driest years of record the daily runoff was less than 30 acre-feet
(9,775,000 gallons) during the following number of days: 1925, 6 days;
1934, 18 days; 1936 ? 34 days; 1938,* 13 daysj 1939, 70 days'; 1940, 7 days,
The data indicate that abundant supplies of surface water are available





















Average during minimumMinimum Day
12 consecutive months (acre-feet'
(acre-feet per day)
Griadewater 1932-41 3,132 628 11
LongTisw 1902-06- 4,047 617 28
19.24-32
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of their larger tributaries but if a large dependable continuous supply of
good water Is to be obtained storage will have to be provided0
Summary
Three geologic formations or groups of formations containing extensive
wateE'fbe-aring sands crop out In Harrison County., Listed in the order of
their age from oldest to youngest and In the order in which they are
encountered in traveling across the county from southeast to northwest they
are as follows: Wllcox group5 Carrizo sand, and Mount Seiman formation
(figo l)o In the Mount (Seiman formation the principal aquifer is the Queen
City sand member* In general the beds in these formations dip toward the
north and northwests Water suitable for domestic use and stock and for
many industrial uses is obtainable from wells throughout the county*
Conditions for the development of large quantities of ground water of
good quality are believed to be most favorable in the northwestern part of
the county and in the Marshall area in the central part of the county*
They are less favorable in the eastern and southern parts of the county
where the sands of the Wilcox group alone are present and are not very
thick, but where adequate supplies nevertheless are available for domestic
use and stocko ' .
Abundant supplies of surface water are available from Sabine River and
Little Cypress Creek and some of their larger tributaries 3 but storage will
have to be provided if a dependable continuous supply of good water is to be
obtained 0 In some areas, if the requirements are not too high, it may be
possible to use a combination supply of ground water and surface water and
thereby eliminate or materially reduce the amount of surface-water storage
which otherwise would be requiredo
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Records of wells and springs in Harrison County, Texas
_ All wells are _drijlle_d
i




"~~ " '■. j ;.Height of
Well | Distance ; Owner ; Driller :Date ; Depth JBxam-1measuring
I from ; ! com- ! of ieter ; point
'HaXXstrllXe i 'i '" pie- j well 5 of ! above
j I ted ] (ft.) swell ; ground
TrrBtr^iTs~""T~^^ " T ' — i isxo | iQ i 48 ; 3,0
{northwest ; ; ! j_ J t j
2 i14^:mile's { E* L»- Carrington i
—
■ i Old ; 35 \ 36 ; 2e22 e2
northwest i
^^^,
j ' ; I j _ __
3 j 12"5 miles i Morton School
—
J "*- ] 32 s 4-8 T~ 0
|northwest I ; \ 5 { j "¥[TSf~miles" ] Smyrna School T^~ «
"""
! j 3§ I 36 " "TT"
jnorthwest ; ', ! ; \ ■ j
'^*^~m3t-miles ;: Smyrna~C'o1ored"^T" "~"^r"~~"
"
i old j tZ \ 48 .j 3,0
jnorth j j.cjj-00'^ " I ' ; ;
6112 mTIeF" | ira^letoiTTohooT ;"" '
—
\ X935 j "23 "j 24 j "275
;north j ! | I____ J, !
7;9 miles \
"
D.' STTroft i —. ' « X94X j 6X J ■ 30 j 3ao3 a0 . "*""
5 north 1 i^^^^^^^^^^J^^^' . 5 ___±___BT9x miles ! STX Clark *; — ' ;1910 T '34 T~'36 i 7507 5 0
jnortheast ; ; \ \ \ '"■9«'Bi"miie's" j IJeTTzYon ColoreTT**^*^"-^ jOia I 22 j- 42 j 3.5 "~
;northeast ; School | ; j ; j*"
10 '.'l2^- miles i Piney SchocX^ \ ""««'""" ;««"; Spring}--' ««
_"""■_ !northeast [ ! ! ; ; ;
; ; ; ; ; j iHeight ofWell I Distance ; Ch.srner \ Driller \ Date 'Depth !Diam-;measuring
| froEi ; ; \ com- ! of Seter ; point| Marshall ! \ ipie- j well 5 of ■ above
! ; s ted ; (ft») |we11 ! ground
! I _ j_ __ | ;"" J.C.1^.)..;..!-^.!-— ."-'—ll|llmiles ; Friendly School ! George Reese j 1932 \ 57"'\ 36 ; 0
■ !northwest [ { J ! ! J12; 7^ miles i St., James ScliooT^p
-~
! — |Springi — j
■;northwest ;
___««_
___ j ; | ; ______
t**~T3; do» 1 Hickory G-roTe~~ -» i Old J X 6«
—
J 3»0
I j Rosenwall School I ! | J___
14 14imileT" ! laoadonia Sohool I
—
\
— ; 37 j 36 j 2«8
jnorthwest j. ■ \ j _j j .!.,„.
""TsT^i" mlje^1— '"~r~" HendersorTSohool ; «» ! Old ; 16 ~T 36 i O 5
!northeast j ___ . ; . j ;' » ___ !
" X6lB miles ~] ssoodlawn Inde- T~~*
—
J" j 1935 ', 26 ! 60" < '2.8
|north ; pendent School j ] | ____]__ ,^_ .
X7"; Xoi miles J Frank 'Davis ""j — J Old j 16 J42 j 3.5
;north j
__^ \ j""""ißrlXsmiXes j Ware Sohool ;
— ""
I 1930 j 30 |36 T
inortheast ; \ " j i !
19|X2fmiles | Beokham Colored T" "pL93B ! TTT" 36 j Of'
'rl££lHi? as^ '^-..^ o.^-00.^ _J . \ , , „.,! -..- -i. | - _"_«"—"" 20] 9f miles" ~T W. H. NesbeTt | «« j X939 j 45 ! 36 ; 3To
!northeast ■ ! _] __ ; '
|
■ \ I




"a^Pius C+7 "indicates water le~el is above ground,
V/ turbineIA, air., steam or natural gas lift|E, hand pianp or bucket and rope;C, cylinderi G9G 9 gasoline; E, electric^ W, windmill, lumber indicates horsepower,
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Chemical analyses of water from some of these- -wells and springs are shown in a table of analyses on pages 45 to .52.:
; Water level _J ; ;
Well] Below ;Date of !Method ; Use ;" Remarks
Smeasuringimeasure-; of : ! of !
\ point I ment ! lift 'water J
! (ft.) a/| j b/ " c/ \ ■ :\ j j ; 1 ___ __ _"_
IT* lie61 [Jan./2£,.] . H i""~D ;Dug well. """ " ■ "'j i1942 J I [___
2! 27.61 j do" "■; C 1 D J Do,I '-11.I 1 . "'■■■'.'"__,
27.0 I do^ I C,E ; P I ' DoT, i i __ 1 1 _________ __________________ „__ _ .1.
4| 27.6 ! do. ; H
"
! P ~1 Do.






_^ Jy j42 I j C,E ! P ! Do^ ■
i1»1 ; " i
L_ I i 1 j
7 I 61c 04 ! do^ i H " D,S ; Do.
! I ; I S
" 8; 21.00 J do. ; C,E j D,S .; Do.'
1 i f '
9; 18.22 '.Jan. 30,! H '" P ; Do"!
■ i 1942 I I \
10!
— j — \ — ; P j Temperature 60-5° F.
1 Water level ; i !
Well ! Below jDate of JMethod ; Use ! Remarks
jmeasuringimeasure- ; of !of j
\ point i ment ! lift iwater !
! (ft.) a/j !£/.]...£/"
IT] 54.00 ;Jan« 29,: H ! F i Dug well.
■ ; '; 3.942 j ; [__ ;
lp ! ZZ ' __ ! _„ ' p I '
_|
__
r Jan> 307r~"h "1 P^ I Due well.
_! J1942 j ; \
. ISH 10-8 I do^ I H~ ; P ; Do.
I 1
' i !
15~| 7713 ;Mar. io7! C,S ;~~P ; DoT :
i J1942 \ I ;
16; 15.90 ;Wov- 3, j C,E ; P~ \ . Do/j i1941 ! ; I - "
17 1 15.34 I'Febi' 11,! H |~T),S ! Do-
I .1942 1 j iI§l — I '-- j H ! P J Do.
I j j I >
19 j 5.07 jFeb. 11> \ H ; P \ Do^
__] j1942 j 1 Jr2O ! 43.58 ! do- ! II ;~D,S ! Do.£[! J ; '
"T 21!
~
! II j_- ;II I Oil test. See log.i. 1 ' i*
1 ! ! ■
_q/ P, public supply; D5D 5 domestic; S, stock; Ind, industrial; N, not used.
IA/ Water level reported by driller or owner.
17_ Records of wells and springs in Harrison Connty— -Continued _ __. ~ . -_~^ .;Height -of. "
Well | Distance ; Owner Driller jDate ; Depth < Diam-jmeasuring
i from I i \ com- \ of j etor j point
! Marshall I j ;pie- \ well ! of ■ ! above
i ! ted ; (ft.) '-well ! ground
..I. . . ! ___J ._ j I ;±in* )I(ft.)22 jBfmiles T~~~Edmond Key ; — I19X0 j 34! BIT"; 2,5"
jnortheast j __ ; I j i ;





___ __ ! „ _„ _. ,L ' . ;rriM J. '24; 9jmiles ! Wo I.Slate7~"~T~~ "~^T "~ "', { 1936 j. 17 I ~] T~ "
!northeast | ■ ! ; ! ;
i"- ] ; ; i T^lgilt "oT
"°
Well j Distance J Owner ; Driller ; Date ! Depth ;Diarn- imeasuring
| from. 1 ! i com- ; of : eter j point
! Earnack j ! pie- ; well ! of j above
; ! ; ted ! (ft,) Swell \ ground
.; L_ i J__L__ ! CjSiU (ft °.).25; 3 miles "1 T. J. Taylor f At G« Foster \ 1940 j ' 130.; — 'T --
j southwest j | ! i : ■ !
265 3 jall.es ; ~-.do--> ". " **T"
—
.Thurmaja ~"» 1935 j.5,853 I
' '"— T" «'«-
—
*—^*
' southwest ', i I i i i
: 1 ■ i ! v__ ; : I i27"; Sfmiles . do^ ! A. G-. Foster J 1931 i 64 j TTT" 2
'~*2Bi'3miles ; Ge^'ri^hin^Ton'TßTTrE ading-bon ;1940 \ 105 ] "~'j " "~
;southeast j Ca£V£r^£olared School|
' _J \ J
'
T ■T» J. Taylor ; j .; - 40., J 1942 ; 30T1 T27f"~"~le0,southwest j ! ■ ! [ ... 6 J
30!"g mile~~ ;"Tohghorn Ordnance*f"^ ! db"T~" " rT94TT" 133 ;*" "6~~1 ~"^T" ~^^least I Works ! ! ' \ - \ - \
31iln Karna"ckT~ Kamaok Inde- !
~~~
do" *""~*^T94o~^ ~105"~~' (T*^ -—^—
--
\^_ j pendent School ! ; ! '■ \
32 ;t" mile "| Miss ElizabeTh ; ~"~^r*~~I~~~~TTB9O f^~~18"~r 2l~T~~~278~"
"""
jnorthwest ; Baker ! ] ! {








~irr^riloo^^ doT"" "^'{l94o I "2ZB \ ~X-t~~"~(r
"
iwgs t ■ ! ; i ' ' j ■ i




{northwest I Park \ i ; ! 5/8 !36 jlimiles "~j "~~~~~do*a"~"a"~" | ~~CT~C7~C~ J1935 ! ZW\ T~] TTo
~
Inorthwest ; ' '■..-■■---..-I -.. 1 .■■ 1 , .' . . . 1 1 ■37 121" miles , W. E. Hartzo i A. G. Foster ;1941 ; 133 ; 4 1-
;north _ ' j ; ! t 1
38 jWTmiTes "1 iVed K« Mayfield j ~~To.
'
J 1940 i "100 " 1 ; "
jnortheast ; ! \ ! j
39 ;4-t miles ; : ~T~~'^^rnwelT^nd7l9TB~T^7sW^^' T^\ ~i
!northeast ! ! Dowlearn ' I ' 7/8 J
i
' > ' i ! I ■
"~~¥0~!4 miles "f 'Sus Noble ' jB. F. Eddington J1940 ; 103 ! '"6 7 ~
'northeast ! ; i ! !
1 ■ 1 , ■', - - 1 _ 1 , 1. ..'.,. * ! r ...... ... - , , ,41j do. I dohnson Ranch ! A9A 9 G, Foster !l94o ! 103 ; 4
! ] ', ; i I I42; do" < DallaT^Cs^"^~p'*~~~do^ " "T1941 J 125 i ~T~|~ -«'
; Hunting Club ; i ■ ! !
43 j4"miles ! ""«« Moore" H*"* "— Moore j— T" 30TT*^ 4 I 170 ""
'east \ ! '.''it
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j Water level ; ;
Well; Below JDate of ;Method; Use j Remarks
Jmeasuring;measure-! of j of ;
! point I ment * lift {water'! (ft.) a/| " | .b/ ! c/ |, i i -' i
22! 32.92 IFeb. 11, J H |. D ! Dug well.
! ;1942 ■ j ; __
23 j 34.31 fFeb. 10,; H JD j Do.
j |1942 ! j ;
24; 10.53 jFeb. 11,!" H ! D,S j Do.
— —
! !1942! 1942 _j !__ [ _
j Water level ; ; ;
Well! Below pate of IMethod ; Use j Remarks
;measuring!measure-;; measuring!measure-; of < of ;
! point ! ment ; lift jwater]
! (ft.) a/j I b/ | "c/ i1 , ; i i
251
—
! — : None I N ; See log.
i
' i . | i ______"_ » __„.____— 1,,
26! — | — j — ; — ! Oil test- Electric 'log from 100 to 2,050 feet
J i i | in files of the Texas State Board of Water
! i *< j I Engineers shows "base.-- of sandy zone at 270 feet.
27;+ JOct. 28,|Flows ! D,S foil test. Measured
'
[ See figure 2 »
! ;1941 ! j j flow, I*s gallons a minute- Temperature 68° F.
28] — J — j C,S !~~P I ~~
29! 71,58 !Mar. 10,!
— !lnd,P; Measured yield 30 gallons a minute when drilled",
!_ ; 1942 ; ; ; Supplies town of Karnack. See log.
30Id/ 25 ;Mar. ; C,S ; P " Reported yield, 20 gallons a minute, with draw-| ! 1942 i ! ! down of 42 feet when drilled- See log.
31; — ; — ; C;E i'P ! Sand reported from 80 to 105 feet.
I ' ' ' >
| ; ! ! I
32! 10-81 ;" Oct. 27,1 C,E ; D,S '<■ Dug~welX '
| I1941 ! |_ j
33T~ 54.26 !Feb. 10,; None ! N ! See log.
; !1942 . ■ ! \
34; 78.92 ;oct. 28, j None ! N ; Sand reported from 98 to 107 and 219 to 229
! 119411 1941 j ! j__f_!e;__L_
35!+ .-- !Flows ! N J Oil test.
36 i 164.27 .Oct. 27,! A,E, J P \ Reported yield, 8 gallons a minute.| I1941
'
| 4 j ; [
37J
— ; — ; C,E I D j Reported yield, 8 gallons a minute- See log.





i t7l ! D ! Reported yield. 18 gallons a minute. Tempera-
■ I ■ I ! ture 6[7_O Fj
39; — ; — i~*^ J~ T"oTi~te"st^ Electric log from.117 to 1,450 feet
I !...«.! | in files of the Texas State Board of Water
j f I | I ; Engineers, shows base of sandy zone at 125
40Id/ 18 !June
"
j 0 5 S ! "b ! Sand reporte~d from 98 j feet. See figure 2-
___! ;1940 ; ! !to 105 feet.
41; — j — ! C,E I D f^and reported from 92 to 102 feet.
42~| -:- [ .-- T~cTs | D r Sand"^eported from lOdTo 125 feet. "~
43 r 14T54 i~NoT. 3,i None J N j Supply reported insufficient for domestic use.
I \ j.1941 J !___ I _J ,
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Records of wells and springs in Harrison County—Continued ___
I i j ! i ! ;Height of
Well » Distance Owner Driller JDate i Depth I Diam--^measuring
; from ; ! loom-
'
of j eter \ point
J Karnack ; ! !ple- \ well ; of ! abovei ! I ited " (ft.) !well i ground
! ± I [ | J ! (in.),; (ft,)44 \5-g miles ; Johnson Bros. ; A. G. Foster \ 19411 358 i 4 ;
jeast I ! ! ; ; !
45 14 miles
"
j Lake Chapel ""j ~ZZ jT936"f 36 | 36 \ 275 "
jsoutheast j Colored School | j . , \ I
46 1 6-J" -miles |~~Pleasant Hill J . 1*19371 "TeH 24~1 TTo
!southeast \ School \ j ; ', - ! . !
47 jlO idles l^'o'z'ion^ColoreXT^" ~TT "fl939 j 3.8 J '30; 2a 6"
\ southeast j School I ; ! ! I
48;lifmi1es i old Border School";
~ '
Told"1 21; seT] -q~—
-
■
!southeast ! and Church \ [ \ \ \
49:9 miles i Hart School "! -■~ I«« I' TT* 4"< T7o'"
jsouth | j ; i j i
50|9 miles ; Shilo Baptist 'j « ' fold ; 19-J 30' }. 75
~
jsouth i Church _ J j j ! ;sl|sf miles ! DTOlocker ! "ToT^ "^ "
j southeast j i |.. 1 'I 6 !52|4f miles ; Mrs. A, C, ; "-"Mason" 11930; 1,9003 lT~t "270 "
Isoutheast ; Baldwin ; j { I j
53 Jsf miles j Annie Glade S -~ j X932I 13~T 36H 270
? southwest ; School
'
\ I » !
I ; ; ; ; >Height of
Well !Distance : Owner Driller JDate J Depth !Diam-'measuringI from I ! !com~! of I eter j point
J Marshall ! j J pie-; well j of \ above
; I ; ted I (ft,); well ! ground-!
!
* ? .! j i (iny)_!..(.ft.*)54;8o- miles I— Colored School; — JOld ! 11 j 24 ; 2.0
;northeast i i ; ; ■ !
55:4^mile's |~Rock HilTToToTedT
~~
«- j1925 j- 3li 36~T FTo ~~
least ; School ;
M
_J_"___ 1 J56 j5 miles 1 William~Tones ; CharleTT^atson~TT938 \ 17 i 36 j 1,5 ~~'
jnor_theast \ ! !.!»"'"57 i2t~mlTes j 0. H. ClaTk I Core Drill "119371 500"j 6""l~^T
\ southeast ; ! Corp. " \ j 4 !
58j2 miles ;~~ S9S 9 E, Wood P
~~ " "^1921^" WsT'l *^Z ' :;southeast ! ! ! ' t " j
59 ;2 miles j Paul Whaley ! Paul Whaley T1932i TBTi 6~1 """
least 1 ! \ ' I
60 ' do. ;George "Ten
-
dreTga<stl 3o^ ' [T932| TBFI 6 ! "^ "j ]___ ) || ;" . j
61;3 mile's rcTts~^f" MarshalTT" EdTMTITs T1906T 2Oot 10~l 275Inortheast ! ; ; \ \ \
62 j ~*dol f do^ j do^ nT9oTj 240 1 B~|
, !. . ; ___J ; : I
63! d-O" do. ; do. 11932! 300; 10 I 2,3
1 ; i 5 ! j s; ! 1 1 I !" »641 dOo ; do. ; do. 11-9251 1-925 j 300i10^ 278
nr
,i . .. . . ! „„__ L I I ;65 ! do ° ' do. * ;'Fred Fielder and;i92BT"^ 300! 8~"iI _ ; Ed...MLJ:jLi I { > I ___66 ; do «! I do. ; Fred Fielder <f927 j 300 > 8!■
. .. , ; i__ j '{'{
20
'_ Water level : ■ [
Well; Below .Date of iMethod j Use ; Remarks
[measuring{measure-! of Jof ;
" point j ment ; lift !water !
! (ft.) a/j ; b/ ! c/ !
I S ! _! | _ _ __
44 | .
— ; — T~c7F !'N i See log.!!I. ! 1~~
457 8.06 |Feb. 12,| H T~"P |Dug well. " '
■ 119421 942 _j i____J _ _ ___ _
46; 8.85 ■ do." i H j P j Do.
j ! 1 I )
47| 7 " 90~~j do, ; H"1 P [~ DoT ' ""
1 1 1 1
48 I 12.30 -; do 7I H
'" T~p \ 7^
" ""
1 J I ' 1




1. I .i J 1 . .50 ; 9,35 i do. ; H ; P ; Do,
I I I 1
] '■ I .
51 '. -~ ~1 — ; C,E TdTs [Reported yield 7* gallons a minute-I■" ! !
I -1 ! I
52;+ ;Feb» 12, {Flows : — j Oil test. Estimated flow, 1 gallon of water a
j J1942 I I ;minute. .
53 J 6.55 ; do. ; H I' P ;Dug well.
; Water level \ i J
Well j Below iDate of '.Method ; Use ! Remarks
measuring jmeasure-! of j of
; point ; ment ! lift [water '
! (ft.) a/| \ b/ i c/ I_
4.80 !Feb. 13 ,"1 H | 1? T"Dug~welT^
! {1942 i J I55 ; 18.85 |Feb. 9, ! H '. P '■ Do.I J1942 ; I \"56! 6.70 ;Feb. 11, \ H ; D,S ! Do.
j ;i942 ; 1 ;57 \ — [. — ; C,E, i D \Measured yield, 10 gallons a minute. Supplies




— i None > N ; See log.
J J j_ !__ ;
59 j — ~~1 — I C,E J D [ Sand reported Trom 140 to -155 feet.
_|
__
jIT " ~7e ! D !
_j j ! i ;
61 ; 15-97 ;Nov> 17, j T,E", ; P Treasured yield~7""88 gallons a minute » See log.
i J1941 ; 20______ I
"
62 , — \ — ITjl, ; P :Measured yield, 145 gallons a minute. Tempera-
j
|
} j 20 j ! ture 65° F, See log,
63 j 24.50~1n0v. 12,; T.,S, I. P !Measured yield, 132 gallons a minute. Tempera-j_ ___ .1941 ■15 i____ i ture 64 _)O__f,
64 ; 22«.48 j do*" . : T,S, | P ;Measured yield, 145 gallons a minute. Tempera-- -;j \^-.:\ j__l_s i,iH£_§i:-S__l_-65 j — ' — 1 T,E, ! ? !Measured yield, 120 gallons a minute „
I J___ i 15 ! !
66 ! — ! — 1 T,E, 1 P iMeasured j^ield, 145 gallons a minute*
i 125 I J
21
Records of wells and springs in Harrison County— Continued
i i j i I i [Height ofWell j Distance Owner Driller JDate 'Depth jDiam-^measuring; from -| ; :com~ ;of Jeter" j point
|Marshall j j '-pie- jwell !of j above'
!
'
;ted !(ft.) Well \ ground
.-.'.. I I ) __ ! | _ Kin.):; (ft.)
67 ;In Marshall i City of Marshall {Tayne -Texas; 1937 * ;1937 ■ "473 \ IS, t— — J~"._."_-_i __ i co»'
i I ;__ __J_JLjL_.__68 : "~db 0 ~ ! do, i "do, !1937 ! 375 ! 16,1 1.0:'__ I j. . „_]_____ ! j j 8 169; do, j do, ;I.B, White j1936" ; 351 j* WT^ "«5; ; j ; j ; 12 ;
70; do* ; do, ~~~T ' La^e^^as~~"TT93B~7*~~42'2~'1' "W7\ ~~' '."
""
'
1 I ' CooC 0o . l__ !__ i _s' !
71 ! do, ~1
~
do. P" -«. Tl9^6 1
"
376~~' -« "] ~.~ "''
i ; i i i ,
72 | dol | dol ~~TCore Drill ~1T93T~1 970 \ *T"f "~~ -«j j___ L_s2££i__. L. ' ; J73 I doc J do, I do* * "T1937"l "385^ --. I -~"~
74; lo*^ t do^ |~~~ do7~"~" r j1937- j"""js6CHj*"" -« tt5"""": "
75j do. do, i do, ""~T1§37"7 40CT1 ir"7"""?^" "~"
lll""
"
I I I j
I j I-i- '- j
76 j do. ~T~" do0 j . "~^JS36^' 496~T"^ BfT: ZZ~~ ""
■ ■'" i i f r « ! -. !
771 do. "T^Texas anTTacTfTci ~"TT^ :"~'j''""I-ZT~T 2^'6~1 «« '[ '„„"" " ""^
r
_ i R9Ro Co.'"'!- ' ' i ! * I




I inn j 4Y7 | ITr^T~ *"'~~
79 1 do» j dol
'
1 "^ ; "~~"j ~« "T 444 ! ''J^T"")""' "-"j^111 ""
80; do. j "~do7' f"~~ pTr"~t~~4l3"l m 1^
|. i , iii' 1,., ' ' j ■'81! do. ; Southwestern Gas j —". * TT9OF"; 580 ! 81"
111
1 I and Electric Co« ! I ! ! j
82; doo H~" ~'doT" |" Layne^Texas '."j 1926 j 4502;; ! ~TZ ' "
___J___ j ; Co^; i ; ; j83| do, ; do. ; do, ""** p1936 i " ""458~p~12~t~ O ""
84 j doc T"Independent Ice i' d. C, Boling ;"19"56~^ 323 ! TTT "
"-..' r-.
' ' ! ' .co. " i __j_ j ! __8j
85 { do» I Babblin Brook
*"
iWalter A. Meller; 1929 ! \
'
oqI ! Dairy » : ■ \ " !. ....r g ...-.., i ■ ' I-, -: i., i- -..,,;„. "___ ' 1_ !86 jli" miles Darco CorpT ; Layne-Texas TT93T ! 806 i-« 1 '-« *"
~~~~
. 'west ; !p_:.; J 1
87; do« I do c j do" "'""7l^37"^ 765*"^ «-"j" -i.' ~^'— . .. ..) r — — {— — »_ __— , .. L— , _J___ i____ Mi_ „ :88; do. j do, ; --« ;1936 j 180 i '~~ ~; "~"~~ZZ: '
>
_
< [ ; i > I \ i
89; do, do, T"" "^ ::;:^r~~"^-'~*~ "






9l| d3»d 3» ~T"" ~~doT~ ' |~~
— _— — -|~-^-rp__^ „
921 do, ~T~ "~dol T ' TT927T 2"oX1 6^j ~~
"-!.i■ i ; ; ;
:' "'.*"!* j"""""*""■ """ "■■■-»—---"■■. "■ - ... ,J ..,, . .^_.. | . ...,.,.,
ii.; i j ;
li'!; ' - '
22
! Water level J ; )Well! Below [Date of iMethod; Use ! Remarks
jmeasuring \measure-! of- \ of
] point J ment > lift jwater j
i ft> ) a/ i V ! c/ !
57; d/114 ; June ! T,E, ! P j "Measured yield, 210 gallons a minute. See log.[ 112?? .'I i_2-_ j ! . .68J' 181*90 "iNofT"12, j T,E, j P f Measured yield, 198 gallons a minute. * Tempera-
j__ .1941 ;_ 50 ; | ture 69° F- J3e_3_lo_g__
69! 182.39 ; do. Tt,E, ! P ! Measured yield", 145 gallons a minute. See log.
j_ [ | 30 I I __
70; — . ! — " ! T;"s~ | P i Measured yield, 158 gallons a minute. Tempera-
j ; | 30 ; i.li^£i.J_lL?:__§S®_±£|^_ -7l! — ; — ! — ~T~^ fCity test well 2. See log.
72 j
— J — j — j — f City test, well 4. See log-
i■' i i I) i i , ', ____________ . i _ i __, ,
73; — l~~— J — « — ; City test well 5. Measured yield, 18 gallons a
\ j j \ ; minute » See_log_.
74j — ; — I — ! — f City test well 6. Measured yield, 50 gallons a
j ! ; i i minute. See log,
75! — ■ ) — j — I-- \ City test well 7. Measured yield, 41 gallons a





| — j — : City test well.- See log.
I
i * J ;'
i ( }
77 j
— I — J None ; N 1 Owner's well 1. See log.
78| — i — i None J N ; Owner's well 2. See log.





j None S N : Owner* s well 3. See log.
80 J
~
j "31 ;None < N FOwner' s~well~4". See log.
! ' ■' ' i
Blid_7~9o 71940" "7XE, j md rimer's weITT Measured yield, 120 gallons a""
1 | ) 55 ! ; minute with a reported drawdown of 50 to 60
82) I — \ None ! N j Owner's well T. ' ' [ feet.I ' ' ! *_! L .-—. .. ! ■ i i ; ; i ....
83j 131.58' jNov. 18, J None j N \ Owner's well 3. Well is not equipped with
\ ;1941 '■ j Ipumpj Originally yielded 90 gallons a minute.
84 J
— ■; — \ A,I, J Ind 1 Reported yield, 42 gallons a minute.*"""[ See leg.
I __J_ _J 20 ; » Temperature 6'^° F. See log.
"
85 J 74.83 iNov. 17r j None i N J Reported originally yielded 150 gallons a
j 11941 | J__ !minute.
86! — , — < — \ — !Test well I- See log.
i ] i ; ;
87 j — j H -j~Z~ rZZ ;Test well 2. See log.
1111 ' 1 "*






— ;Lignite prospect test hole 1. See log.





"{ — i — !Lignite prospect test hole 2? See log,
i i j j j
96T~ — ~T~~ — | A ! Ind 'Reported yield, 80 gallons a minute.
! ' i ", L i l i , ,
91j ~ j
— ! A ! Ind ;Reported yield, 30 gallons a minute. See log.
I i I ; i





S A ' Ind ! Reported yield. 60 gallons a minute. See log.
i i / )
-
i i
' j ' __________________
23








Well I Distance Owner Driller ;com- jof ;eter imeasuring
: from ; ; -pie- [well ;of ; point
: Marshall " 'ted !(ft«) 'well ; above
! ; ! ' \\ino) \ ground
;., , ; ;. .. __. ■ ; _ ; L-iL°JLL93=1^miles ~:"" Darco Corp9 [Walter A, Meller!l&34 j" 111 "> 16, j" —
jwest ; ! ; j " I " 9 !
"■'~^4T~*~doT~~~' ~~T do7~
"" T~ ""^T""""" """ '1940 ! 50 ! "«q j- ''
—
; ; ; \ \ \ \ ' '
95 j '~do7~
-—— -^-— — iTfrTI Eddingt^^94l~7~""T2^""" 1O""| ~^— ■ , '
"^p_-"."^
____
_.« p_ -^___ ;1941 | 125 T"10 ]'
97flimiles | Oo D. Hays J William Ho j — il^OOOi' 10 \ —
Inorth | ; Atkinson f j - j I~9B*jlTmiles "" Hs^TimbeirCo7^TT7^dTin"g^'n~n^39 j " 276 .'; 6; ' -- ■
; northwest j j ! ! ! ;
99! 2x miles"*" !Frank Granbery ■]Richard Houston !1940*1 *254 T 4 i ~T*5"
~*~"""
jj/yest I j .;,"""'.' ' ',100; 4 miles ~'^l^7en^zeF^Tore"d*"l ~~ °*^~—~" "^193,0 ; *^T ~~"




~" ~-^~"~~~— ;1932 1 23 1 Z6 "" T": * ""
;west I Colored School | j ";. \ \~Tbl"}p£!~mi les~~ r^nßT^aTiey1""":*""^""' "-"-" ~~" 119341 1934 ; 30 ;' 60 | 2.5
isoutliwest I j ; ; ! !."^p-|_^_- Hose Hill Colored!
* ' '-*~ ''■' ;-- T T5~p""4iir*" sTo^*""^
i .southwejrt^ ! School ; | '■ ;. - - ;
1 j J ; ; ; 1Height of
iffell \ Distance Owner ; Driller ;Date ; Depth [Diam-5measuring; from ; \ Jcom- jof Jeter ; point
IHallsville I j !pie- [well ; of \ above'- j * ;ted \ (ft.) ;well ! ground
„...j. ._ ■_. I I I I(104:3 miles j E* H, Lowry ;3. F. Eddington \ 1941 ; 2721 7 ;
L®^" 3^ ! *■ j ' . . .. 1 i105"T -j— Ue Cs Lowry^^r^^^^^doT**" j1941 j 250 j 7 i
106'imile. . 1 BFo^kTToTofeon Tla^FTlfoTd^ tTMr~!~*~^TT"'"~' — j 1,5
j,so^theas_t__ I fji'Lg 1̂--^ 0̂ ! ■_ I j__ I
107! In Hallsvillej "City~of "*~|" Layne-Texas " ; 1939"'; 201 j 10 I — -
j J _S2i^s'y"^''-'!l2_ ! j j___ 1 ;
108' do, *f" do, r " '"do"* """ ; 1938* j ""93T~*"» — j "Tr"~ ~~^
__4_^ j ■" ■ ? ! I ] J^_
XO9; 44" miles ; —Young ; Buck Coleman !l§4l ! 26 ; — ; 2*5'
northeast ; ; \ \ \ '"
110; ©s* miles ""[ fi'.' £"' 'S'arnes 1 '"ST^V 3arnes~* '.'« i&3O |"* 27" "1 48 'j «« ""_ \ north _ ; J______________^ I !__ __ iUlTeJ^lles f Cartersville j " ~- ~~ ;194Ti" "^"2O { 36 I ~~T7pT
_j_north__ _ IColored School \ I »" ;- ! !
112; 8 miles
~
i Hebron Colored T
~~
« r950"1"~ 16""T^T6"; 3T5~ "^
; northwest j School j ' -! ■ '- ■ \~TX3TTo"miles j Seff Davis ; '".""*-"" " {' — ■] ' 23 i "4*B~T" 275 ~




miles "^[ If.Bussey "1" "^ Tr"~^" "TJ^o" 1 21 * 36 » —i northwest ; i ; | ! |
115j Smiles. ! Ao J. Page ~1 -« TTB7TI 27 Y36 j "
Inorthwest ! ! i : !■ " ;
24
j Water level i ! ;
Well' Below jDate of |Method! Use | Remarks
|measuring;measure- : of \of ;
J point ; ment 1 lift !water
'
| (fto S/; I If, "£/ I
93T H~ ; __T T~"a r Ind !Reported yield, 30 gallons a minute. See log.
94; — ! — - ! C,E, \ Ind » Dug well* Reported yield, 22 gallons a minute.
1 I 1 10 1 i_Se^Ll2B:95! — ; — I T,E, ; Ind j Reported yield, 130 gallons a minute. See log,
! ■' ' 91. ' 1'
I I f p ; !
96<~ — T" — !' T,E'. r Ind P* Do^ ' ' '
j__ _J j _£___ j , ____". __. ;
97; — '; — J C,E ; D j Oil test. Plugged back to' 1,000 feet and used"




— j C,G j N ; Reported yield, 20 gallons a minute._
56#57 ;Nov, y?,; C,G ! N ! ■
j 119411 1941 ; \ ;__
10© j — ;' — . J H ; P rniig well.




102! 13-25 [ Jan. 23,; C,E | D I Do.
! ; 1942 _J ; [____
~103l 18.56 ! do. i H j P"■ I Do.
i _ Water Tevel i ;
Well! Below ;Date of jMethod j Use ; Remarks
'measuring;measure- : of jof !
\ point j ment ] lift ;water iI (ft*-) a/| I b/ ; c/ -j
"ToTf
'
p~"lT~"~pc7s T~d7s i Reported yield, 50~To"?5 gallons a'minute.
105;
~ ! ~ ]~g7e : d,s ! '
106j 12.57 j Jan. 27. j H* ! 1? pDug well.I ; 1942 J_ ; ;
107 jd/ 90 1-1939 : T,E; j P yield, 100 gallons a minute. See log.; I j 10 j_ ; [____
108! — j — . i None ! N ! Supply reported insufficient for city use.
~lo9~j 23.21 IFeb. 17~7i H j D,S j Dug well. ' " 'j S 1942 j 1 I
110!
—
; ! H ;D.lnd ; Dug well- Supplies cotton gin.
I I ''. ! '■
illJ 5.47 ; Jan. 30,i"1 j P T~Dug well.
! ; 1942 j i i
112! 14.98 ! Jan- 29 5 ; I ! D ! Dug well- Temperature 59° ¥.
1 ; 1942 j _ j^__ J
113 j 2lT?0~i do 7; H"■ ' j D,S j Dug well.
114 J 20.50 !June 17 ,', H J D 1 D^7~
j U 6̂^ ! L !___„
115! 24.80 ;
"
do* "j H ! D,S j Do,
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Records of wells and springs_ in Harrison County—Continued. j "T""" ~T^ i .-—-
~ ""- Height of
~
."fell ; Distance ; Owner Driller ;' Date ;Depth jDiam- 'measuring
! from I ; ; com- \of !eter ! point
\ Hallsville j ; pie- jwell I of < above
: | I | ted : (ft,) Swell j ground
;. . j J ' v " { : U^iLiiiiL l.116:7 miles ILily Hill School " j Sam Bridges \ "1938 T "20 \"36 \ 3*7 ~
J ngrthwest \ _ I 5 | ; ;IT?j 3§ mile's j !«♥ H. Schaffer j "^r^"4"" 1T936"T -3CTT^36~'| "372~*~""~~"
! northwest ! : " ■ '■-
T , itl „*■,,,. .» w. , -.-.1-,,1.M.,i«i.i»if I.■!■ ■■ 'a^j 1-i- ■ -fc,..i^rIn.^.u.■...n.,.,Mi,------mii« ■iii.ii * ' —. -f *118; do* \ Noonday Gamp I' --" \ «— .; Spring; — \ .0
._'?, I Ground j _____ 5 L_ J _ |119-; 4-4- miles > -■-» " T -„ ~l~~~rZ. j ZT 1' 'L« j ~ZZ ~""~"~'~~~"
__^
"; northwest ' ; | ! ■!
"TSoTWmil^"'" ■ ; John?soi~^lo"red~'n~""* -« J « i 25 f 36"~T 2T5*~
_;
t ;northwest | School 1 [ | } \121; 3 miles ""TTE^s'ir'Nora' Davis ! " ~^T~" —"*-—--- . t-j~p "^p"" —- -~~
Iw_est 1 :<:< ''!'"'""'122; 6-g- miles " j Dell Everett ; Jl.J1 G. Boling ; 1937 f 304 J^" lo9 1 ""~— ~ ~~i west J 1 : i : 5 I"y23;"45- "miles "j E« G. Barker *^j ~^T~~~~~T^id ; ~Ye~~\ 24 i 0; southwest | ; ! ; " ' !
124; 3f mTTes~ "c7TT~~~~pl936~1 16. j'24 j 0
*"
; southwest j School j^^nrcherl^an^ ', j ; |125; 7 miles "T*~~lSm*Spririgs " ; ~tHT " | X932 | 22 '-. '48 ■*■
-— —
! southwes_t__ I School ; " ! | :
126! Itmiles j Friendship ', """■**-. | 194*J. j 23 j-48 i 3.0 "~~*
jsputhwest ! Colored School « j \ ;
' '
127;Ts miles ! J. K. Blvens^ "~^pX~^» Wesson ; 1937 J ""Ts'T"*^^"^
j southwest
'
Farm Co» ; i ; '■"■ !
128; 6t miles j— ~Js*7^~" .1
"
. ~~~~~r^^r^T7o^O^t*^~l^~r"' 175 "~""
___" _J_jO_uth I 1 * j ; \
129; 4^"miles i "7oHSTTy"c So'dW^1"^"^" 2T^* 4O~t~""TTo~~ ""
I southwest \ \ \ \ I ■ j*"
130! 2-f miles |"^^jTßT^Cuilen" TT!eliryTTfolT
-
pi94Gn'^^" southwest ; ! 'ill
131| 3~FdTeIT~ """l"Ge"orge WeTeh"EsTT^"I""^^"1 "^^""1 *~~p~T9Ton 26 » 21 j ~~2T^ ~"
! southeast | ; ; J S ..."..I
132j 575- miles
" jR, Bonner NoTT^**!;" B¥y"^il~CfoFprs 1941 |¥ sooo' T rfT
—
!southeast : * \ = : I;;*■- . < ; i
■ !
- -.. I ; ,;. !
XSSTWIETres*"* "^Sweet Home ' f *"~'"^ | l*936~r"~~^C"'T -*- '■) 2T5*"
j southeast ; Colored School \ ] \ I \
134; 6 miles i Red Oak ~T" "^^ * ! *95^1 ■ 26 'j 48 '»- 27^~ ~~__
j>_^_^
isoutheast | ■ ; ' .:.,,,;
13517 miles ~7~" A-tias""Colore3!~w"r
' ~—
_^~---~---~, -^ — * ~~"i8" V 48 -r ■■'■ '2*5
; southeast ; S^JL?^l_._ j.. ' ! '■ \136; 4-fUTiles j Cooperville ■ J- " Bob- Jfewhoiaise j 1925 !■" 2:8- j 40'■ j- 3.0 -
i southeast j Colored School \ '■«!"''!137! 7 miles ; Will T. CocF" "T~eT~o7*'Butler ~T~l935 I 2,548 ;~~tnrT~~~27o
;southeast ; j ; ; ; ;
26
: Water level j ! ;
Well! Beivw ;Date of iMethod* Use ; Remarks
!measuring;measure- of I of i
; pcint : ment j lift \ water ;
i i '. ■ .' 1
116; 14.94) « Jan. 29, j H ! P .; Dug well.
~~
! ; 1942 I j j
| m
__




j ...... '■■ 1942 I ; I
118 i* I doc ■Flows I D 1 Estimated yield, 2 gallons a minute- Tompera-
■ ; \ '■ I ture 64° F. „____„ X
119; — I — {. — ! — ; Oil test- See partial log.
ISOI 26.38 iJan. 28, J H | P . Dug well. Temperature. 64° F. :I ;1942 ; ; !
121 j — ; ~ZZ T'"c7w I D,S i Dug- well- ~~ "
I i > J 1







123 1 24.87 IJan. 27.; H ; D,S [ Dug -well/ ' "
I '1942 _J I |__124; 5.38 ; dOo ; H '■■ P ; Do-
1 i j : !
125; ""— ' j ~ i C,E ! P^ i Do^
126"; 19.82 jJan. 27, J H | P^ ; DolI U.942 I ! . ; ■ _
127 I — i"— j H j D ■
128;+ ; — 'Flows ! S ; Oil test used as water well for.stock.
129 i 18.43 ;Ncvl 47"j C,E | L> j Dag well.
[ :1941 \ J_
130! 27.74 ;jan- 27, i H ] D,S ! ' Do.




1 I ( 1 [ ___^________J__
132 J — : — 1 — i — I Oil test. Electric log in files of the Texts
! 1
'
State Board of Water Engineers shows sands
j I I I I from 510 to 340. 590 to eBd. and mostly clay153! 7.80 |Jan* 28, j H ; P i Dug weilT[ from GPO to 1.200 feet: -See f.igdre ?.I J1942 j j ! '
134 I 19.65 ] do.' . ! H f"p j Dug well. Temperature 64f° f=
135 I 1&-57 I do. T~H I P j Dug well"
136 i 22,1 ;Jan. 27, ; H \ P Do~
; ;1942 ; ; I . ..,".-.
137 !+ !Nov. 14, [Flows ; S i Oil test used as water well for stock. Esti-
I J1941 I I i mated flow 15 gallons a minute. See log*
27
t Records^ of jrells and springs in Harrison County-»~C ontinued
j i ; : \ ~T~" ';Height "of"
Well j Distance Owner ""{ Driller ;Date 'Depth lDiam~ Imeasuring
i from j . | loom- |of jeter j point
: Marshall \ j jple- '.well ; of \ above" ! i jted !(ft.) Iwell ! ground
138;14x miles
"
iLingo Lumber Co, I A. G. Foster 11941 ; 343 ~| T"1 2~959 5
j southwest j I j "
~To"9Tll miles"
~r~~~Cave~Spring | ~~~~ ~ ~~*~TOid~~T~~<^~■T~'24~1
~~~
= s oujGnwes t ; School i ' ' i r !
14O'J^S:~miTes~! iFairpoint Colored I
— - """" ;— . j 25- j 48 5 2.0 "~"
|southwest j School ! ! i } '
141;s|miles ;D. C. Driskell .;
--^— -— -r-— ps^rTiTgl — j 0 """'
;southwest ! ; ! ! ;
142 \ similes jE, T. Roseborough j '— " {Old j 350' i «« .) " --. " "~~*"
!south \ Sr,. "! [ ; ' I
143!sg-'miles r~~¥^ G9G 9 Blalock "1 I7r'T7*liolivsli^n^TT^T'T"""^2T''r^"~ ""
i i i s ;-
;southwest ; : ■: ! ; 4 ;"44;4lrmiles j 'Grange Sail lade- \ -- 1 1^40 i 28 j ~36 \ ¥74" ~~
jsjouthwest j pendent School ! ;' -; ! I
X4ST doi [W. M. Dinkle" j
-- '
\ 1910 | 250 | "-4 |
— ""
! i I I j j "
~~146j 3 mile's" " "~T 'FaTrTie^TcTTooirp T"7ZT~"I ZHH i lir°7"*~~*""rr"
j south ; : ;!■;■;
147; 4 miles j K."H, PoweT^f~""~~^~ ""~ [Old
' j 24 j36 { 0 " ~"~





I south I j ! } L i
'
149! 8"t miles ; Lewis~ln^eTson"~T~~"V." E. West |T9^'T^"^"3*'t^""°T~' :̂::"' ' ~"
Isoutheast ; ; J " !
150j 9s miles ""Johnnie Tatum~T~" doT"""^ "^TTMT^ 120 j
~~ —
;southeast ] ! ; i j
151; 9§ mileT r~T7*C. Mitohell ~\ do."" ~*~^*"t"Y937~T- Z^~f T :̂ ~^—
—
I southeast ; ; ! ' ! '
152» 9f"miles | Dudley^Morgan ~!~~~ "^ ~~" J X957 { 17-5 I ' 3i ■ - —
;south [ ! I }. I i
\SS\ lOf miles ! Sidney Reed ; ~
—
j 93? . gg i yi 7^7" ~"<, south j I ; i -! -. ;154TTi miles j Willie Mitchell ] rr"t~~^nT~
; south ! ! I \ I !
155 j "~6oT" « "Arthur' FiihFr"""7 dol " J 1937 1 105 \ 3 j "ir~""
~— ~"
; .. , ; , j
m
__L.__L___J^ ! ..1561 llxmiles j E-, V. Williams j Sabine Drilling; 1925 j 2,508 T 12 "," 0
; south ; i Co 3
'
! ; ■'
157; llxmiles | Mrs. Barrett pp4"" "*««■" ' f 191S~T 91 ; 4^ **""~"





* [ ThT"'TerxaT~Co"o"~Tl'919~"j"27600"iT "JFT" «« "- '
'159f12t xfales T~ "do, ~~~~" ~p""" ;1924 j WT To~|~' "
\ southeast i " ! .}/.'«
160» 13*"miles j Community Center j A. E. Fawcett ;1940 \ 147"; «» ! liT"
_J_ southeast ; ,' ! ; !
161; d!!oT" .{ ' ~~do^
""
r*" 3uokTebon*~ ! 193£H 52lT^"— ";
■ l_ i ____j__J J162; 10 miles ; "^hn Wood T" «- ;1912 ! — j 6 ; 0.5
; southeast ; j | \ \ \
1631 8 miles ""BTooker EsTT ;Atlas Pipe Line T 1932 ; "7FT lo j T75
j southeast \ ; Co, » J - « J
28
1 Water level ; <■ :
Well; Beluw ;Date of iMethod |Use ; Remarks
imeasuring;measure-!i easuring;measure- ! of ; of I
! point ! ment i lift iwater :
138;+ IFeb. 14, jFlows \ Ind fTcsTimaTea. f10W750 fallons a minute. "See log.; j1942 J _J ; _ __""139! — J■— f H t P ; Dug well? '
1 , [ 1 :
140; 21.16 j Jan- 28,| H~ ;P ' Dug well. Temperature 63° f.
; ;1942 ; " ; I ■ __
141!+ !Feb. 14, Iflotms I'— f Estimated yield, 5 gallons a minute. Sold for
j j 1942 ! 1 i medicinal purposes.
142; ~ ; ~ ["None j N ;See log.
I 1 j
" ;





! C,G- : D,S ; Measured yield, 6 gallons a minute. Temperature
\ I \ J j 67° F. 1 1144T 20.50 . ;N0v. 4,: C,E } P ; Dug well.
L LM«___J _j L __145; — S — j C,S I D,S ■
) ! ! ■'
146!
~
! T~*"H \ V ; Dug well-' ! ' I i
147 i 12.55 iFe^T"!? 1,; C,E !j D Do".
! J_1942 j I J
148; 6-41 j do. ! H |D,S j Do.
! ; ! '■ \
__o~| ~ 1 ~ ! H f~N I Do^
~ "
1 ; I j
151 J
~
! ~ "1 H ! N i Do,
I \ ! ! !







1 D ; Do.
j 1 !
' \
153; — I ir~~~~] g r~N I DoT "
"154] H } I! ~] g T~D l DoT
I 1 1 ; !
1 1 ] I
'___ , __^ T g 1 ; —
i ! ! ■' ;
156 1+ fNcT* 4, jFlovjs ' — J Oil test. Estimated flow, § gallon of water a
1 J1941 i ! i minute. Temperature 67£_F___^ .
157 ! — ! — ! H ' N i
I 1 1 ;158; — ! -- j-- ~~j — ; oil~test.
159"; — ! ~ i ~~~1 d,s ;
I ; i j
1601
~
; =:: pc7G~ 1 I See log.
"
I ; __i_____L j ,
161!
— ; -- ! None j N ; Do,
j____ ,!__ ,1.. .._. r I .. ., ' ,, . .
162 1+ JNov- 4, iFlows \ N " Oil test. Estimated flow, 1gallon a minute.
; 11941 ! ; \ Temperature 68° F.
163 ;! 25.76 -Feb^ 13", 'H . ID "1"
; Li_^^__ _i_ 1 1 -
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Records of wells and springs in Harrison ,Cj?_u^ ._
i : . i : \
~
':~~ ;Height of
Well !Distance ! Owner Driller ; Date ;Depth iDiam- jmeasuring
I from | ; i com- jof jeter j point
J.Marshall ; 1 I ple« iwell jof ! above
! . \ ted j (ft*) Swell ! ground
, . j j J_ I ! I (inr),j _(ft_Q
165 »% miles ; Humble Pipe Line ;
— Applebaum : 1931 ) 150 ; 5 j
|southeast ; Co* ! | ___J ]___ _^ _____
T^ll^mileT~~"~^*""~^o W.^sTotF^^




__J southeast i j_ _____ J ...„- 1^.,..- "!. — — J „_16T;isf^TliF^"~"Tlaude Mercer " ! 1919; ~32 f 36] 3.0
;southeast " [ _J^ _L_____J ;,,..;...., . _._...





Collins ! s__ _J» _■_
S "T~" "^r i : : ;Height of
Well ; Distance " Owner I Driller ; Date ;Depth ;Diam- imeasuring
; from ; ! ; com- j of ieter i point
\ Waskom I I pie- ; well 'of ; above
i i » \ ted ;(ft«) '-well i! ground
_J " s . 1 .... ; ; _.!.(ip ?.). tft.y . .
169 iloj" miles ; Elysian Fields '|L. CcC c Houston ; 193?T 204 1 4 j
jsoutInvest ! School ;
__^
»"_.__"^^>__ i- _JL ■'■ -'170;?t~mireT~"~~1*"~"W, LTRudd j j Old | "17 ; 36 ' 0_____ !sQuthwest ' ; _^ \_^ \ | _____'__ „______.17lT6^^iiTes "J""" """^T^" «« ; -.« r~ 13 ! 36 ■ 1051 O 5
_^_^|s_outliwest ! j j L i >___""T72"; 7-irrnIles""""~" ! Lon*g~Mdge"^'cirooT~] ~" -- ; — | -^^
[______ ■ ; "| ; ; '"
: ■ "*T" *"T" ; :
" **
(Height of
Well i Distance : Owner I Driller 1 Date '.Depth ;Diam~ ■;measuring
I from ;
'
" com- | of Jeter ; point
I Marshall ! j ; pie- ;well ! of i above
I ! J ; ted ; (ft,) Swell ! ground
j n ! _ J ___J^___l_-.. j(in.)| (ft.)173; 7:|~ miles ;Verhalen Nursery j ■— ; Old \ 90 ! «- ;
; southeast ;' ; ! ■ ; ;
'
"^1.74" j'lii DTile"s""""~n ""'^"Tol ' \~~~~~~ZZ
~
'rT930~! 27 j XOB i 'T
*~"
■ southeast \ [_ i __'; | j
175i75" miles :
"~~""" ~"do~T~ » "^~ "i 193TT~~~~l?Q~T~*l20~J:- *"~ "
leg-st i ; i ;.. ! _ !
176 \Qt miles ! do. :'
"
«-. j 1920; 4OT""36" '»
least : ; !'""'' ! !
; ; ; ' ' I ■" ;Height ofWell !Distance Owner . ; Driller ; Date ;Bepl;h 'Diam-^jmeasuring
; from ; j com-" ! of \ eter \ point
\ Waskom \ ! j pie- ! well jof \ above! : : ; ted ; (ft,) iwell ; ground
> . I .....;.. i I. . jO-nO; (ft.) _^177;71" miles i I^ebb Rogers ! — « T — ; Spring; ~~ ! 0_ ;northwest j i I !"»"'!
1781"4 miles ; G-ulf Service ; RT~TrTeTbel;:^tmT94o^^"^¥^ ~ZZ~~ "~~"'~'
jwest ! Station ] : : I i
X79 j2f miles flex Drilling Co, i'E. D« Rogers j 1939 j 272 j — ; ZZ "*
;' southvfest i ; ; I ' ] ;
180 !'2"f "miles j
""
do7~~
' ""\ ~do; j 1939 j 164 j 6 \ ~^*"
Isouthwest ! ; ; ; !" ■
181;2imiles j"W. B. Taylor TDixie~GulfTasl r926T" 260 7^ B~T~~~~ZZ ~"~~
:southwest i
'
Cos ; ! I '
30
I Water level ; ; !
Well | Below ;Date of [Method! Use ! Remarks
[measuring!measure-; of j of ;"
! point ! ment ; lift [water !
I (ft.) a/; I b/ { c/ I ■
165;
— J — ; C,S, <D,lnd ! Reported yield, 7 gallons a minute.
j _ | i 5 ■; \ __
166! 9,9 "Feb. 17 , j C,E ; D ■ Dug well. '.
| LiiiL J I L ' m .167; 18.35 r~do- ! H < D.S ! Do.
i i l \
i .■ i
1681
~ 1~~ T~^-~ "^"^ "-""Oil test"! See* partial 1og,■ i , < i
; Water level j ', ■■
Well! Below iDate of !Method 1 Use : Remarks *
;measuring;measure-; of ; of
1 point I ment ! lift iwater !
! (ft-) a/! \ b/ ; c/ j
i
' ! ■" I
169 j p~"TZ ; C,E ! P I
~ "
170i E7 TFeb~'~"iF7r I pD"7s \ Dug~¥elT^ "~~ " :! U942_ _2_ _;_ ;
171j 3-99 ; do- ; None ! N j ■ Do.
172] 77icH do^ ] H I P I Do^
j Water level ; ;
Well; Below iDate of JMethodi Use : Remarks
imeasuring;measure-; of ; of ;
! point i ment ! lift 1 water "
| (ft.) a/ ! b/ > c/ >
___j 2J I I_ !





i None J N i See log=
174J §T4 fFeb, 9,1 C,S j D j Dug well.
4




— ; C"S IDjlnd'. Do.' ' : ' I
"176; — i -- i H j D ! D^; i \ ' |
"' _ Water level i " ;
Well! Below iDate of jMethod; Use
'
Remarks
imeasuring;measure-; of \ of ;
point ;ment i lift !water!
j (ft,) a/! I b/ I c/ ;
J
' 1)1
177;+ :Feb^ 13,1Flows \ D,S ! Estimated yield 5 to 10 gallons a minute.
j |J_9^2 !__ ! \
178! — ; — I C,E j "md :
■ i ' !
179"|
~ ! -- i~¥one j H j "
! ; i.ii
180! — "; — : None■"> N ; Formerly used by several oil companies for
j I l ; _j_ (|rJ:-2j-5E operations^
181; — ! — ! None ; IF :
_j | » j_ „!____.
31
Records of "wells and, springs in Harrison County
—
Continued
! ; ! :.!.-.; ;Height of
Well iDistance ! Owner Driller {Date jDepth !Diam- jmeasuring
; from
'
; ! com- ; of !eter ; point







(ft.) 'well ! ground
| i : ; ; ,\.in« j ..' \iu>j
182^25 miles ! United Gas Pipe ! Dixie Gulf Gas ; 1926 ; 92 : "6 : 1.5
\ southwest j Line Co. J Co. _J____ _1 ' J
183! do» |
~
doT~ j do- 5.1926T 90 i 8 ! — - ~
18§j 1mile I Arkansas Fuel Oil; W. A. Meller" j 194" "9cT; 7~j :~"
! southwest j Co_ i I ! __!_ !___
1851 do> ! 'do. I do. ; 1940 \" 90 T 7 I
~ —
I j . I J ; j i186;In Waskcm ! Allen Thomas !W- M. Waterman j 1924 \ 151 | 6 ;
: j ; i ; " 5/BJ. _____
187! do. >. do. ■ do. \ 1925 ! 150 ' 7 i 3.3
i ; j _____ _ ; L_ ! i -
188|f mile ~| Waterman Brick j H. D. Rogers ; 1940 T~ 404 ! — |
| southeast ,' and Tile Co. j _J__ j__ __j ;
189! do. ; do. ; — ; _- j 200~i ' I2fj
I ; |__ t ; i ; j19011mile ; Frost Lumber" Co. i ¥. M. Waterman ;1924 !' 200 ; 6;
' —
;southeast ; '__ I ■ \ \ i
191! do, J United Gas Pipe ;MagnoliaPetro- . 1927 j 165 ; "6 ;
I \ Line Co- ; leum Co^ : ] J_ !
192| do. ! do. ! do. ! 1927"; 170 | 6 j —
19^1 do^ I do^ ! do"; ! 19271 16.1.! 6"l
~
j ! I l I ■ j
194!4j miles | Gainesville j — j 1925~f 22~1 2T""J 2T5~
Isouths 0uth I Colored School I \ [ 1 ;
195.5 miles J Edwin"'spears « — " ; Old ! 3S~I 30 ! 0
j southwest i ! ____J I \ I
196; 7 miles j" Don B~Lo.ng j Don E. Long ! 1940 ! 112 i 4 j
; southwest \ ! | ! \ i
197; "dcT^ I do. ! — ! Old ! 25 i 36 ! 1.0
J ! i —^ i : :
198; 6 miles j Willow Wayside ; — !1940 ; 21 |.30' j C
I south J Colored School I J [ { "\ 1 ; I ~T I !Height of
Well JDistance ; Owner J Driller i Date j. Depth { Diam- imeasuring
I from I ! I com- \ of J eter ! point
iMarshall j . j j pie- j well j of ; above
J I
''
; ted ! (ft. ) j well ; ground
: ! ; : ! ! (in.) l (ft.)
199i 11 miles !
"
Lee Ragon ! Edson Petroleum! 1939 ! 1,000 I
— !
j northwest ; ; Corp. ! j 1 ■ ]
'ji' 1 j ■ '
! I 1 ; 1 , '
I ! I i , '
I ■ 1 I i 1; ; 1 ; ;200i13 miles ! " Al Oney ! do- "7 1939T" 995 \ —! . —




1 1 ! ; ! ' ;
1 i
" « » "
1 ■ ' '■ i I, ; J___^ _, [ [ 1 I
a/ Plus [+)' indicates water level is above ground-
b/ T, turbine; A, air, steam or natural gas lift;H, hand pump or bucket and rope;
C, cylinder; G-, gasoline; E, electric; W, windmill. Number indicates horsepower.
32
j Water level I :
Well; Below iDate of [Method! Use j Remarks
Imeasuringimeasure-! of ;of !
! point ;merit ' lift !water !
I (ft.) a/; ; _/ ; _/ ;
182! 18.70 ;:Oct. 31,-j A \ D ! :
; =1941 ! I j
183 j j
— ; A } N j
184"; ~- ■ ~ j A ! N ! ~~
185 ! ~ !
~
! A r~~N j"
186 j
— ! — ! T,-S, j P i Partially supplies the City of Waskriru
! _j ; 5' i j . "
187; 82.50 'Oct. 29, > T,E, ; P ; Do.





! None i N j~See log.
189; — ; -- ~~j A ;D,lnd; Estimated, yield, 100 gallons a minute.
190 \ -— — i T,E, jDjlnd; Estimated yield, 150 gallons a minute^





■ j A ■ ; Ind !
192 J H I
~~ j A j Ind ;
* ' ! '
~~ "~" :
""193 | — | ~ | A ; Ind ; Combined yield of wells 191, 192 and 193 was
! : J \ i 45 gallons a minute October 51, 1941*
194i17.11 iFeb. 15,! H ; P ; Eug well.
! |1942 ! ; \
195 ; 9.2 ; do. ; H ! D,S ; Do-
T9s~j ZZ j n ; None~l N !
I I ! |
I j | I |
~197 | 4To ?^eb. 13,1 C^E ; D j Dug well.[ 1 1942 j
-
I .
I9Bf 16.73 ! do. ! H ! P !
i. 1 1 : I
I Water level J [ !
Well ! Below iDate of ,!Method: Use \ Remarks
imeasuring;measure-; of I of j
! point :ment ; lift jwater 'j
I (ft.) a/; I b/ I c/ !
! i i ! I
I ! ! !
199 i
~
; — ! None j N pCcre' testl Electrical log from 50 to 865 feet
; ; \ in files of the Texas State Board of Water ■
I 1 I ! ; Engineers shows sandy zones from 50 to 180 and
; ! 280 to 350 feet and shale or clay with thin
_J ; j ; ; sands from 550' to 865' feet- See figure 2.
200! — I — ; None ! N i Core test- Electrical log from 30 to 827 feet'
i ;
'
in files of the Texas State Board of Water
■; . ! ! ; Engineers shows sandy 'zones from 70 to 130 feet
;' I I ; and 200 to 300 feet and shale or clay with thin
j J j_ [_ ;' sands from 500 to 827 feet. See figure 2.
c/ P. pUblic supply 5 D, domestic; S, stock; lnd> industrial; N, not used,
d/ Water level reported by driller or owner.
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Table of Drillers' Logs, Harrison County, Texas
. _.- - Thickness ""Depth I ' Thickness Depth
JfeetJ_ .A±2l±L : - IC^ti (fee*.;
Well ZL. partial log Well 29— Continued
Mrs, C, Co Bohler, b-|- miles northeast of Blue shale 35 j 55
Marshall, Corona Petroleum Co „3 driller,] Send 11 !
Clay 15 ; 15 I Shale 34 j 100
Sand and lignite 55 ;' 70 j Sandy shale 37 \ 137
Gumbo and sand 100 \ 170 |, Rock 1 | 138
Send rock 4 j 174 Sandy shale 22 \ 160
Gumbo and sand 46 | 220 j Lignite 5 ; .165
Sock 5 ! 225 i Shale 38 j 203
tIj i
Gumbo and sand 4b ; 270 Shale with streaks of ■
Rock 2 I 272 | sand 87 j 290
Sand 28 j 300 Hock _ 1 i 291
Gumbo and sand 50 j 350 Gumbo end shale '__ J 152
Rock 2 j 352
' ~
Sand with streaks of < Well 30
shale 21 | 373
Rock 4 | 377 | Flat, Longhorn Ordnance Works } -§- mile
Shale 23 \ 4-00 east of Karnack. B, P. Eddington,
Send and shale 50 ! 450 driller.
Gumbo and sand 88 \ 538 Surface soil 15 ; 15
Rock 3 | 541 Sand, fine brown \
Sand and boulders 20 ! 561 j gravel and iron ore 30 45
Gumbo and sand 30 i 591 Blue shale 30 j 75
Shale and boulders 78 ; 669 Sandy shale} water- i
Chalk rock 1. ; 670 bearing 31 ; 106
Rock 4 j 674 ; Rock 2 \ 108
Shale and sand 166 \ 840 Sand __25_ ' 133_
Gumbo9 shale and ;
boulders 577 i 1417 I!®! 1^
Sand 5 ! 1422
Shale 14 j 1436 Lowland, i. G. Foster, g- mile northwest
Rock . 2 ; 1438 of Karnaok, i. G. Foster, driller.
Sand 27 j 1465 Clay 92 < 92
Shele 105 j 1570 Sand 18 j 110
Shale and sand 175 ! 1745 Sandy shale 7 i 117
Chalk and lime with Dark-gray sand 13 \ 130
shale breaks 65 j 1810 Shale 1 ; 131
TOTAL DEPTH
''
! 5097 I^llf^-f££.d. d _ -.§ 2___i_iJL
Well 25 Well 37
On ridge^ T, J, Taylor, 3 miles south- Lowland. W, E. Hartzo? 2-J- miles north
west of Karnack, .1, G, Foster, driller, of Earnack, A, G-, Foster9 driller.
Sand and clay 45 j 45 Surface soil 62 i 62
Quicksand 15 ; 60 Hard gray rook 1 \ 63
Dark-gray sand 23 \ 85 Sandy shale 15 j 78
Shale 47 ! 130__ Water sand 27 ! 105' "" "" "" '"" ""
Rock 1 ! 106
Well 29 Sand_ 27 L A^_
On Hilltop, T o J. Taylor, f mile south-
west of Karnack. B, F, Eddington,
driller,
Surface soil 22 : 22 I i
34
Table of Drillers' Logs., Harrison County— -Continued
Thickness Depth Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) __ (feet) (feet)
Well 44 WeIX 61-~Con.tinued
Edge of Caddo Lake. Johnson 8r05,,, s"^ Lignite 1 ! 131
miles east of Earnack*. A. Go Foster, G-ray sand 8 J 139
driller, I Hard rock 21 I 160
Sand and clay 28 ; 28 Sand and clay 12 j 172
Shale 81 j 109 Lignite 3 i 175
Hard sand 16 I 125 Sand and gray clay 15 J 190
Shale 51 \ 176 Lignite 3 j 193
Medium-grained hard ■ White sand 17 ; 210
sand 4 j 130 Lignite 1 j 211
Shale 12 ! 192 I Gray sand 26 i 237
Medium-grained ! j Not given 1 j 238
sand 10 ; 202 Sandstone 1 ! 239
Shale 2 ; 204 | Gray clay 3 ; 242
Sand 2 J 206 I Coarse-grained sand 7 \ 249
Shale 152 j 558 Lignite 4 1 253
White sand, water 4 j 257
We XX 58 Lignite 1 { 258
Gray sand 17 \ 275
On ridge, So E. Wood, 2 miles southeast Lignite 5 ! 280
of Marshall, Elevation., 364.5 feet. Gray clay and sand 10 ;: 290
Surface sand 16 j 16 Gray sand 20 ; 310
Water sand 27 43 Clay and lignite 10 ; .320
Gumbo 3 ! 46 Gray clay 10 ! 330
Lignite 4 ! 50 Lignite 2 ; 332
Gumbo 10 | 60 Sand and clay 1 j 333
Gray sand with streaks j "Shelly" rock 3 j 336
of lignite 158 ;■ 218 Sharp sand 31 j 367
Shale 90 ! 308 j Soft gray sand rock 51 j 418
Rock 22 ; 330 Hard sand rock 1 j 419
Sand 52 j 362 | Soft gray rock 86 I 505~
! * "~-~" I Hard reck 3 j 508
Well 61 Sand rock 2 ; 510
Sand and clay 10 ; 520
Creek bottoms. City of Marshall, 3 - ! Hard rock 6 ; 526
miles northeast of Marshall. Ed Mills Pipe cla^ 22 j 548
driller. | Hard rock 1 ! 549
Surface soil 1 ! 1 Gray sand 28 J 577
Sand and clay 11 | 12 | Pipe clay 6 ! 583
Red and yellow rock 14 j 26 I Lignite 1 ! 534
Lignite 1 ; 27 Gray sand rock 11 595
Gray sand 17 \ 4A iii£i^__£iSLJr nd sand 15 J 610
Gray clay 23 67
Soft dark-brown clay 8 : 75 Well 52
Lignite 5 80
Clay 4 84 Creek bottoms. City of Marshall. 3 mile
Lignite 8 92 northeast of Marshall, Ed Mills,
'
■
White clay 8 ! 100 driller.
Sandstone" 1 101 Surface soil 3 I 3
Gray clay 11 112 BluG Sl^oS1 0̂ 21 " 24
Gray sand 4 j 116 Quicksand 6 ; 30
Lignite 1 '117 Sand, gravel and j
Gray clay 4 ! 121 water 10 ! 40
Sandstone
'
S 19A Sand and water 20 ! 60
Gray clay 6 I 130 | '^gpAte 2 > 62: . (Continued on next page)
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G-ray gumbo 82 :; 144 City of Marshall, in Marshall. Layne-
Water sand 8 ; 152 , Texas Co,, driller.
Gray gumbo 5 \ 157 Rotary 4 ; 4
Water sand 3 ! 160 Surface soil and red >
Lignite 1 j 161 clay 2 j 6
Gray gumbo 57 j 218 White sand 47 ! 53
Unknown 22 " 240 Loam, white sand i__ _ _ ,
lignite 17 j 70
lell 67 Lignite 15 j 85
Sand and shale 14 ; 99
City of Marshall, in Marshall, Layne- | Rock 1 ! 100j j
Texas Coo 3 driller «. ! Gray sand and mica 20 j 120
Rotary 5 ; 5 Silty sand with ;
Surface soil 3 8 layers of shale 70 ■ 190
Red clay 12 ! 20 Sand with layers of !
Gray sandy shale 26 5 46 shale 53 j 243
Soft rock 1 "; 47 Fine-grained sand with \
Soft gray shale 15 62 layers of lignite 25 j 268
Lignite, shale and j j Hook 1 J 269
sand 47 ; 109 Fine-grained dark-gray ;
Fine-grained silty ! sand 45 ! 314
sand 15 | 124 Hock 3 \ 317
Soft shale 16 j 140 Dark-gray sand 47 > 364
Hard rock 1 ! 141 Soft rook 1 ! 365
Soft shale 9 \ 150 Coarse-grained sand 18 \ 333
Soft rock 1 ! 151 I Rock 1 I 384
Hard ffraY shale 35 \ 186 .... ?A '\
Soft shale and silty j
sand 29 j 215 ! We^ 69
Hard shale 12 ! 227
Fine-grainedsilty ! ult^ 6f Marshall, in Marshall. I. B,
s^nd 16 ! 243 ¥hite ' driller.
Soft shale with layers | Surface soil 12 ■ 12
of lignite and fine- ! vmte sand 14 | 2S
grained sand 30 S 273 3hale arid -ignite 24 .j 50
Fine-grained sand and ! GmW siiale with streaks ;
blue shale 28
'
301 of lignite 35 J 85
P^qq^ i ] 302 | Shale and boulders 20 ; 10b
Fine-grained dark- " Fine-grained gray sand X 3; 118
colored sand 45 ! 347 | Shale 39 \ 157
Fine-grained sand i Kock 3 ! 16
°
and shale 22 ! 369 Shale ! 174
Rook 2 ! 371 Rook 1 ! 175
Soft blue shale with ! Shale and boulders 10 j 185
some sand 68 j 439 j Fine-grained gray sand .
poov X ' 440 an^ boulders 15 | 200
Soft shale with i j Shale 35 j 235
layers of fine- ! Dark-gray fine-grained J
rrained sand 44 ! 484 sand 13 j 253
Rock 1 j 485 Rock I i 254
Soft shale 41 ? 526 Sand and shale 10 ; 264' '
! (Continued on next page)'
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Fine-grained gray sand Sand rock 1 j 166
and boulders 15 ; 200 Gummy shale aad |
Shale 35 ; 235 boulders 19 ! 185Dark-gray fine- I n ;. J, ,_, _ m „__ Gumbo and streaks ofgrained sand 18 " 253 ,. _ ■ ■ t
T3 -% n
"
« c>l lignite 205nock 1 254 TO. ° . , , , "„ , , . , „,,. Fine-grained sand and jSand ana shale 10 204 boulders 10 215Gray water sand 37 , 351 Shale and H^Ue 20 ' 235Sand and shale 20 j _ Lignit@ 40 \ 2?5
Shale 10 j 235
I. Sand and shale mixture 35 ; 320
Gray water sand 56 ; 376City of Marshall,, in Marshall, Layne-
— ~— -— -"-'"' — ■ — -— ■;■- ■■
Texas Co0j driller= w -,'-, n!?Red olay 26 i 26 fH±±J±
Coarse-grained loose j City of Marshall, in Marshall. Core
Sray sand 38 | 64 Drill Corp. , driller.Fine-grained gray ; Surface sand 10 i 10sand and shale 87 ; 151 Good iight-coiored j
r:-ock \ 152 water sand 50 \ 60Sand 5 I 157 Sand with streaks of !LiS^ite 3 ; 160 shale S5 ■ 15g
Soft blue shale and ! Rock 1 ' lr6fine-grained sand 42 | 202 T. , , . , .. , , Ito '
O/Ar7 L'^gnt-oolored tight ;
C!00^ ,, , 5 ! 2U7 sand 114 i 270Hard brown snale with ; Hard rock 2 ; 2?2layers of sand 33 ! 240 rr. , , , 1120 \ .-'
T. . , r- o^e- light gray sand 108 ; 410nite
i
5 245 Sand with streaks !.me-grained silty j of shale 180 i 590
qT , r a r Hard rock 2 I 592boxt snale and fine- j White sand ?5 : Q7Qgrained dark-gray ; Rook with streaks of |
sand 67 I 52S sand )0 I 630Fine-grained dark-gray i Sand 30 j ncsand and shale 37 ; 366 gand and shalG 30 I QSand 6 ; 372 Shale 1Q ; ?t.oilard rock l I 373 Sand and shale 20 \ 770Dark-gray sand 30 403 Rock 1Q ; 78Q-iock 2 i 40b Sand and shale 90 ! 87074 j 479 Shale with boulders 10 I 880
¥ell 7l
- I Sand and shale 10 j 890— '~—Z~ Shale and rock 10 j 900
City of Marshall, in Marshall. A , 30 ! 930, .. nnr:r- Shale and rock 10 ; 940Elevation 340.5 feet, . Shale and sand 10 ! 950Surface sand and clay 15 j 15 Shale _ sand> mfl |Fine-grained sand 15 j SO small boulders 20 i 9yoLignite and shale 63 ; 93 — — — ■ .
Rock 2 ! 95 !
Hard lignite with I
streaks of sand 22 « 117 j
Lignite 8 j 125
Sand 30 j 155
Sand and lignite 1.0 1 165
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Well 75 Well 7s— Continued
City of Marshall, in Marshall. Core j Hard rock 5 ; 225
Drill Corp., driller* Elevation,. 349.3 j Sand 55 j 280
feet. j Sand and shale 35 '315
Surface soil and sand 10 ; 10 j Hard rock 5 j 320
Sand 40 \ 50 j Sandy shale 20 ' ; 340
Lignite ■20 ; 70 j Hard rock 12 ! 352
Sand 20 \ 90 | Sandy shale 48 ' 400
Rock 10 ; 100 |
Shale and gumbo 50 \ 150 j Well 76
Shale 10 \ 160
Sandy shale 10 j 170 ] City of Marshall, inMarshall. ETeva-
Sand and shale 10 \ 180 tion, 326.3 feet.Sand, shale, and j Surface sand and clay 15 ! 15
sand rock 10 ; 190 Fine-grained gray sand 20 ; 35
Hard shale 10 j 200 | Gummy shale , 15 -I 50
Sand 50 \ 250 j Fine-grained sand 15 \ 65
Broken boulders 10 j 260 Shale 15 ; 80
Gumbo 31 j 291 Lignite and shale i 25 ; 105
Good water sand 19 j 310 Shale with streaks of sand 35 ) 140
Hard sand 10 \ 320 ( Lignite 25 ! 165
Boulders and tight J Shale and boulders 20 ; 185
sandstone 65 : 585 Lignite 20 j 205
Gummy shale 21 : 226
Well 74 Lignite and streaks of S
sand 24 " 250
City of Marshall, in Marshall. Core Sand and shale mixed 20 j 270
Drill Corp., driller* Elevation, 328.54 Gummy shale and boulders 21 ; 291
feet. j Fine-grained gray water ;
Surface sand and clay 40 \ 40 sand 87 ! 378
Sand 30 ;70 i Shale and sand mixed 72 [ 450
Lignite . 22 ; 92 j Coarse-grained sand 15 ■ 465
Hard sand 18 ! 110 j Gummy shale 51 : 496
Rock 10 | 120 j
Gray sand 30 ; 150 j Well 77
Sand, shale and lignite 110 ; 260
Shale and sand 19 j 279 ■ Texas & Pacific R.R.Co., in Marshall.
Hard rock 1 | 280 Elevation, 536 feet.
Sandy shale 50 ; 330 Surface clay 10 \ 10
Hard rock 1 ! 331 j Sand 43 \ 53
Good water sand 29 560 | Lignite 22 \ 75I Shale and sand 198 ;: 273




City of Marshall, in Marshall. Core
Drill Corp.., driller. Elevation, ;, Well 78
537-06 feet. ;
Clay and surface rock 10
'
10 Texas & Pacific R. R. Co., in Marshall,
Sand 72 ; 82 j Elevation, 355 feet.
Lignite 18 ; 100 j Surface clay 10 ! 10
Sand 50 ! 150 I Sand 40 ! 50
Sand rock . 5 | 155 I Lignite 15 ! 65
San(i 45 \ 200 ! Sand and shale 111 ; 176
Rock 6 ; 206 I Rock 2 ! 178
Sand. 14 220 I . (Continued on next page)
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Well 78-'— Continued ,w n. n *." ?-"— .—. — ,— Well 83 --Continued
Sand and shale
'
48 < 226 On A __ . "_;.
Sand 60 ! 286 j Shale 66 ! 282Sand and sha 65 ; 351 Sand 31 ! 311*Shale 14 \ 365 Shale 47 ; 360Sand 41 J 406 Sand 15 " 37b
■
Shale 11 . j 417 Shale 30 ! 405
Rook 4 ! 409Jfell 79 Shale 7 ■ 416
Gumbo . 29 ! 445Texas & Pacific R. R. Co«, in Marshall,, Sand 13 45PElevation, 337 feet, ——- .—.— .— .—,.— , — , __.... —
Surface clay 10 j 10 T^e-] j34
Sand 44 ; 54 II1—^:— -
Lignite 18 ! 72 Independent Ice Coi3in Marshall,ssfnd 63 \
-35 I J. C o Boling, driller*Shale I5! ls° Sand and quicksand 68 i 68
Sand 175 I 325 Blue shale 5 | 73Rock 2 j 327 Water sand 2 \ 75Sand 42 ! 359 Brown shale 12 J 875005 00-k 2 ; 37X Blue shale 5 i 92nd 51 ! 422 Water sand 8 ! 100
■
S-h£l? 22 j 444 Limestone 2 ■ | 102
Brown shale 17 j 119
J?Q.JII— B_Q Water sand 15 J 135
Browi shale 10 ! 145
Texas & Pacific R. R. Co., in Marshall. Gumbo 35
'
178Elevation, 335 feet. Blue shale 6 184
Surface clay 8 \ 8 Water sand 3 j 137
Sand 46 I 54 31ue shale 3 ! 190Lignite 15 : 69 Sandy shale 5 ! 195
Sand 21 ; 90 Water sand 35 ! 230
Shale 22 ' ; 112 Blue sandy shale 20 ! 250
Sand 56 ; 168 Gray shale 18 ; 268
Shale 11 ! 179 Water sand 12 ; 280
Sand 11 I 190 Sandy shale 40 ! 320
Shale 172 j 362 . Gumbo 3 ! 323
Hook 2 I 364 '75 feet of 23-inch surface casing; 250
Sand 55 " 419 feet of 8-inch; 80 feet of 6-inch liner
Shale 14__ _; 455 expending 7 feet up inside 8 inch*
Well_B£ Well 86
Slope* Southwestern G-as & Electric Cq#, Darco Corp. Iz- miles west of Marshall^
in Marshall, Layne-Texas Co t,driller. Layne-Texas Co., driller.
Elevation, 385*0 feet* Red clay and sand 22 !' 22
Surface clay 10 10 Red sand 15 ! 38
Rock 3 j 13 Gray water sand 33 j 7£
Clay 10 ! 23 Hard gray sand and ;
Sandy clay 22 45 lignite 15 j ■ 86
Shale 90 ! 135 White sand 8 \ 94 .
Rock 3 I 138 Hard brown shale 33 ! 127
Shale 25 j 163 Lignite 7 j 134
Lignite 10 j 173 Blue shale 30 i 164
Shale 6 ! 179 (Continued on next page)
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Rock 1 |. 165 Gray water sand and thin
Shale 5 ( 170 layers of hard water
Fine-grained light- « sand 13 ; X2l
gray sand 11 j 181 Shale 3 ! 124
Brown shale and j White water sand 16 | 140
lignite 47 j 228 Lignite 2 j 142
Rock 1 | 229 Sofi- sftaie X 2S 154
Gray shale and j Hock 1 ! 155
lignite 43 ; 272 Soft shaie 8 j 163
Rock 1 ; 273 Rock 1 j 164
Soft gray shale 26 j 299 Soft shale 4 ! 168
Lignite 5 j 304 Rock 2 ; 170
Fine-grained white | Lignite 13 ; 183
sand 11 ! 315 j Soft blue shale 28 | 211
Fine-grained gray ! Hard fine-grained !
sand, shale and j gray sand 25
'
236
lignite 22 ; 337 Soft blue shale 16 ; 252
Fine-grained light- i Lignite 4 ! 256
gray sand, mica and Soft brown shale 65 i 321
shale 24 j 361 Hard rock 1 ■ 322
Shale 22 ; 383 Soft shale 22 > 344
Hard blue shale 14 ! 397 Lignite 4 j 348
Soft blue shale and thin j Shale, fine gray ;
layers of fine-grained ; water sand and
sand 33 ; 430 lignite 36 j 384
Hard blue shale 29 J 459 ggoft shale 4 ; 388
Fine-grained sand 12 471 Fine-grained sand and !
Soft shale 17 j 488 shale 16 " 404
Soft brown shale 45 533 Soft gray shale 81 ; 485
Rock 1 | 534 Hard shale 35 j 520
Hard shale 25 I 559 Hard dark-colored fine-
Soft shale 23 582 grained sand 16 ; 536
Rock 1 ! 583 Hard brown shale 12 j 548
Soft brown shale 134 | 717 Rock 1 j 549
Soft brown shale and > Hard sticky shale 22 ! 571
boulders 89 ' BQ6 Hard shale and boulders 35 > 606
Soft gray shale 36 j 642
"fcfell 87 Hard rock 4 j 646
3 t Hard gray shale 92 ! 738Darco Corp., It" miles west of Marshallo Hard rock 1 « 739
Layne-Texas Coo, driller a Hard gray shale 26 | 765




Red clay 20 ; 22 Well 88
Soft brown shale 12 ; 34 ,
Rook 1 j 35 Darco Corp., if miles west of Marshallo
Hard red sand 8 1 43 Lajme -Texas Co, driller a
Loose red sand 15 ; 58 Re(j olay' 8 < 8
Rock 1 ; 59 Blue clay 9 17
Red sand 7 66 Surface water sand 4 ; 21
Gray water sand and Yellow sandy clay 18 \ 39
thin layers of rock 41 ; 107 Black sand 20 < 59
Rock 1 I I°B Gray paoksand 10 j 69
.' ■ Sandy shale 20 ; 89
(Continued on next page v )
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Thickness Depth . Thickness Depth
(feet) .(fee_t)_ j '__ _ ,(^et) __ i£££iL_
Well 88— -Continued Well 91- -Jontinued
Water sand 11 j IQO i Water sand 13 j 105
Peat and rotten ; Paoksand 8 j 113
lignite 3 \ 103 Faulty lignite 5 j 118
Packsand 7 j 110 Gumbo 18 \ 136
Sandy shale 18 j 128 " Faulty lignite 12 ! 14-8
Water sand 10 \ 138 | Gumbo 2 j 150
Black sand 12 i 150 Sandy shale 24 \ 174:
Blue shale 4 j 154 Gumbo 5 J 179
Brown shale 3 j 157 Water sand 13 j 192
Black gumbo 4 \ 161 CASING; 192 feet of 6-inch, Screens
Lignite 2 1-163 from 90 to 110 a:id 142 to 192 feet,
Black gumbo 2 " 165 6-inch casing in IS-inch hole, annular




Blue sandy shale 6 ', 180 Well 92
Well 89 On slope, Daroo Corp,, Vt miles west
of Marshall,
Darco GorpO) If- miles west of Marshall* Surface clay 6 Q
Red clay 12 j 12 ij Water sand 6 12
Yellow sandy olay 13 ! 25 Blue clay 2 j 14
Gray sand and boulders 35 ! 60 Loose sand X 5! 29
Water sand 24 ! 84 | Water sand 17 \ 4:6
Packsand and boulders 26 j 110 Rock l ! 47
Sandy shale and ! Gra^ sand 16
'
63
boulders 16 ! 126 [ Sand7 shale and
Water sand ■ 9 i 135 boulders 25 , 88
o9nA.. qViolo ir : ica Water sand 6 . 94k5-S.fI.QV Siiciie XO -. XOU o_ J - -■ i ~y r- I ia-, _ ! ' Sana ana boulders 10 i 104jrSulders anQ 18 i 168 S^:° "d gUm''° 5 IJ^T Sand and noulders 3 ; 112
-^ t , « Ir7O Iron ore, rock 4 ' 116Black gumbo 6 ; 178 g | q
Lignite and peat 3 ; 181 G
, ; (^
Blue shale 3 ! 184 ;UKI;UKlb
°
, _f |.J"-,- , , , -i foefoc Water sand 11 134-i/ater sand 1 180 „„;, v .. -. I £,„— _ . . Faulty lignite 14 i 148
Well 91 " Gumb
° 4 ! 152lilLL^l Shale 2 ! 154~ , - ,3 „ Gumbo 11 j 165On slope 5 Darco Corp., lx miles west of qv,ol r 117/,
fa;snfJ1
- , , „ Sambo 6 | 176olay . I .' ■ Water sana 9 ! 135tT T ° i " Gumbo 11 ! 196fe^f-d s ; 3 BroTO shale 5 I 20bandscone 1 l» p»n T,T,i QOt j_ o . «i x,__ _, . ., : OAblWu: 201 leeii 01 6-incn, Screen fromYellow ana Drown ; 75 to 2QI feet- 6-inch oasin
I .o inch hole, annular spo.ce filled withitock c ■ 42 , , t■ i - o washed gravel.Poor water sand 7 "; 49 j — — — — — — — "— -~ —
Rock 1 ; 50
Packsand 3 I 53
Brown sand 7 j 60
Gray sand 7 j 67
Sandy shale and ;
boulders 25 ! 92
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ThicknesiT" Depth"" Thickness Depth
(fe_et)_ (feet) __ ____ . i±^lL L£®£s I
i
On slopes Darco Corpo., I4: miles west of Creek bottoms below poncL 0, D. Hays s
Marshallo Walter A, MeHer. driller,, \ Itmiles north of Marshall* William PL
Surface clay 7 i 7 I Atkinson, driller*
Surface sand 16 23 l| Surface material 80 ! 80
Gravel 8 | 31 ] Water sand 30 | 110
Mealy water sand 22 j 53 Clay 87 j 197
Sock . 1 54 Shale and boulders 308 \ 505
Sand 6 J 60 Shale and shells 415 <■ 920
Shale 6 j 66 Shale 625 j 1545
Sand 16 i 82 Chalk 15 j 1560
Gumbo 5 1 87 Shale 210 ! 1770
Tfater sand 15 j 102 Chalk 25 5 1795
Gumbo 9 ! HI Broken chalk 125 j 1920
CASINGs 111 feet of 16 inch, 111 feet : Chalk 350 { 2270
of 9 incho Screens from 32 to 53 and 71 Shale 160 ! 2430
to 11.1 feet5 annular space between cas- Sand .60 ' 2490
ings filled with washed gravejc Shale and shells 90 j 2580
Shale 120 I 2700
Well 94 Hard shale 107 ! 2807
3
Shale 43 \ 2850Darco Corp3, 1^ miles west of Marshall,, Hard lime 20 ! 2850
Top soil 1 " 1 : ' " " ~"~ * r
— — — ~ - —
Red clay 8 j 9 Well 107
Gravel 1 \ 10 "~~ ""
Gray gumbo 5 j 15 City of Hallsville, in Hallsville. Layne-
Red sandy clay 10 ; 25 Texas Co., driller o
Gray water sand 16 \ 41
'
Sandy white clay 3 ; 3
Red sand rock 6 ! 47 Yellow clay 10 | 13
Red sand 3 > 50 Sticky black shale 106 ! 119
CASIHG; 50 feet of 48 incho One foot j. Rock
"
1 i X2O
annular space outside of casing filled Shale and boulders 22
'
142
with washed gravelo ! Sandy shale 20 \ 162
White sand 38 ! 200
Well 95 Blue shale 44 ! 244~
Rock l ; 245
On slope*. Darco Gorp*, if- miles west Sandy shale 7 ; 252
of Marshall, 3. F. Eddington, driller* , 3iack sand 17 [ 269
Surface clay 26 ; 26 J Sandy shale 6 ' 275
Red water sand 28 ! 54 j Sand 10 | 285
Green water sand 61 j 115 j Sa.ndy shale 33 ; 3xB
SaXt and pepper sand J |Brittle shale 68
'
386
arid lignite _15_ L_^_i£L. ! 81-ack shal® 69 j 455
■",' "".-.; Sandy shale 46 ; 501
Well 96 ■ Fine-grained gray sand 91 ! 592
Shale 10 | 602
On slope, Darco Corp., lx miles west Rock X ! 603
of Marshall, B. Fa Eddington5 driller, Shale and lignite 10 ! 613
Red clay 6 ; 6 j Eili_PlHil£J^J£2iL±l^£l.lg^^^ ... !
Red ¥/ater sand 59 ; 65 1
Green water sand 38 103 j: slLi_il?J^!!£si^LJL££
White water sand 12 115 |
Lignite 2 ; 117 | Ch^/ner
—
", 4-4 miles northwest of Hallsville
Sand and lignite __8_ _! 2\?JL, Surface sand and clay 110 : 110
(Continued on next page)
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We11 119, partial log—Continued Well 158
—
-Poatinued
Sand and boulders 60 j 170 Lignite " 9 "; 37
Gumbo . 13 ! 183 Shale 200 ! 237
Shale and boulders 62 J 245 j Sand 31 i 268
Sand and boulders 47 .; 292 | Shale 32 | 300
Rock 3 ; 295 Sand 43 j 343
Shale 5 1 300 lO§-inoh hole. Set 20 feet of
Rock 1 j 301 perforated pipe in upper sand, 43 feet-
Shale . 759 ; 1060 N set iiR* bottom,




On ridge. E. T. Roseborough, Sr*.,, %%
On slope* Dell Everett-, ©g miles west 1 miles south of Marshall,,
of Tiailsvilleo J. C, Boling. driller* Unknown 20 i 20
Quicksand 129 , 129 Lignite 5 ■ 25
Sandy shale 21 j 150 ; Water-bearing sand 175 | 200
Sand, muddy 15 j 165 Lignite 25 j 225
Sandy shale 45 J 210 Water-bearing sand 125 I 350
Sand, muddy 10 ! 220
Sandy shale 18 j 238 " Well 149
Water sand 42 j 280 ~ " """"
Shale J24 ! 304 Lewis Anderson, 8^ miles southeast of
Marshall, V. E. West ; driller.
Well 137 YeHew sandy shale 8 ; 8
Yellow and blue shale |
River bottoms. Will T. Cock 3 l\ miles mixed 8 j 16
southeast of Hallsviilee E* 0. Butler^ Sand 4 ; 20
driller, ! Yellow shale 7 j 27
Soil 5 | 5 Grave1 3 « 30
Clay 25 \ 30 White sand 6 ; 36
Sand 30 j 60 Yellow shale 3 J 39
Shale 110 ! 170 j Blue sand 3 j 42
Lime 15 ! 185 [ Blue shale 12 \ 54




Shale 185 \ 400 ¥ell_ 15_0
Shale and boulders 25 i 425
Shale 625 j 1050 j Johnnie Tatum3 9% miles southeast of
Sandy shale 450 | 1500 Marshall. Vo E, West^ driller.
Sard shale 160 j 1660 Sandy shale 10 ; 10
Lime 5 ! 1665 i Reel and blue shale 8 j 18
Sand 10 f 1675 Yellow shale 5 \ 23
Shale 175 " 1850 Sand 5 j 28
Chalk 520 5 2370 Yellow shale and 1
Shale 143 j 2513 gravel mixed 10 j 38
Lime 4 ; 2517 B^^e shale 4 ; 42
Sand and shale 31 ! 2548 . Dark-colored sand 5 j 47~~~~ ' ~~~ "~~~ t" Blue shale 6 i 53
Well 138 Dark-colored sand 3 ! 56_^_"_ Blue shale 16 ; ?2
River bottoms. John N. Lingo, 144: miles Dark-colored sand 3 ; 75
southwest of Marshall, A. G, Foster, j: Bl^e shale 9 j 84
driller- Dark-colored sand 3 ; 87
Surface material 28 ! 28 I (Continued on next page)»
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Well 150— -Continued Well 153— Continued
Blue shale I'9j 106 ! Blue shale 7 j 77
Dark-colored sand 13 ■ \ 119 | Dark-colored sand 7 84
Blue shale 1 j 120 Shale 2
" j 8S
| Dark-colored sand 6 ; 92
Well 151
~"~ ~ ' ~ ~~
Lc C o Mitchell, 9^: miles southeast of
Marshall* V. E. West, driller. j On level. Willie Mitchell, 11 miles
Sandy shale 6 i 6 south of Marshall, V, S» West, driller
Yellow shale 8 j 14 Red sandy shale 5 ; 5
White sand 4 j 18 | Yellow shale 9 ] 14
Yellow shale . 3 ; 21 Yellow sand 14 j 28
White sand 4 j 25 Coarse-grained white j
Blue sand 4 ! 29 sand 10 38
Lignite 11 ; 40 Blue shale, sand \
breaks 4 ! 42
Well 152 Blue shale 12 j 54j Dark-colored sand 2 56
Dudley Morgan, 9^" miles south of | Blue shale 11 \ 67
Marshall? Y. E. West, driller. Dark-colored sand 3 j 70
Sandy shale 12 ; 12 Blue shale 6 J 76
Blue shale 21 ! 33 Dark-colored sand 3 ! 79
Hard lignite 10 j 43 Blue shale 11 90
Blue shale 7 j 50 Lignite 4 ; 94
Light-blue sandstone 9 : 59 Blue shale 2 | 96
Light-colored soft J Lignite 4 J 100
sandstone -11 1 70 Blue shale 5 ! 105
Blue shale 11 " 81 Fine-grained sand 3 ! 108
Lignite 8 j 89 Blue shale 4 « 112
Red shale 8 \ 97
' - "^ "~~
Light-gray shale 11 ! 108 H£LLIS£Sand 3 | 111 ~~*~"
Blue shale 13 ; 124 On slope, Arthur Fisher. 11 miles south
Sand 6 \ 130 of Marshall, V. E. West, driller.
Blue shale 28 \ 158 Yellow sandy shale 7 i 7
Hard sandstone 3 \ 161 . Blue shale 6 j 13
Blue shale 4 ; 165 j Coarse gravel 2 15
Blue sand with shale ; Blue shale 13 \ 28
breaks 10 i I?s__ | Fine-grained sand 6 i 34
I Blue shale 7 \ 41
Well 153 ] Fine-grained sand 2 43
Blue shale 4 47
On levelo Sidney Reed* lof- miles south Fine-grained sand 7 ! 54
of Marshall, V* E, West, drillers j Blue shale 6 ! 60
Sandy shale 7 i 7 Fine-grained dark-colored
Light-blue shale 11 ; 18 sand 3 ; 63
Sandstone ' 5 ; 23 Blue shale 4 67
Yellow shale 4 ! 27 Dark-colored sand 3 \ 70
Blue shale 5 ; 32 Blue shale 8 | 78
Lignite 1 ! 33 Fine-grained dark- 1
Blue shale 9 4-2 colored sand 4 j 82
Dark-colored sand 6 j 48 Blue shale 5 ] 87
Blue shale 19 j 67 Dark-colored sand 7 ; 94
Dark-colored sand 3 70 (Continued on next page)
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~ ' ~~"~' ThicfimesT^T^W'*'
(feet) _ _(^£e^i ! _ _ ___ _ Lt^ll '.L^^J
Blue shale 3 \ 97 Shale 5 ■;. 99
Dark-colored sand 8 j __JLOS Sand 41 \ 140
Hard sand rock 22 ! 162
Well 16£ " Sand 65 ; 227
Rock 2 | 229
On level. Community Center, Yb% miles j Sand 26 \ 255
southeast of Marshall-, A. E, Fawcett, Hard rook 1 \ 256
driller* | Sand with hard streaks 119 1 375
Top soil and clay 10 j 10 j Shale and boulders 95 470
Blue shale 10 20 j Hock 1 | 471
Lignite and rock 2 22 j Gummy shale 11 j 482
Dark-colored shale 5 i 27 Shale said boulders 98 ! 580
Sand 13 ! 40 I " Gummy shale 20 ! 600
Dark-colored shale 53 93 Shale and boulders 30 « 630
Sand and sandy shale, > Rock X 631
tested for water, no Shale and boulders 140 771
good 22 | 115 Rock 1 ; 772
Dark-colored shale 14 1 129 Shale and boulders 208 » 980
Good_ water_ sand 18 j 147 Lime rock 1
'
981
Shale with streaks of »
Well__l6l sand 3 j 984
Shale with streaks 7 \ 991
■Community Center, 13x miles southeast -Brown line 2 ! 993
of Marshall^ Buck Lebon, driller,. Shale 60 ! 1053
Top soil 3 ; 3 I Sandy shale 32 \ 1085
Yellow clay 18 j ■21 Gumbo 30 ! 1115
Blue clay
"
7 J 2.8. TOTAL DEPTH . ___ ; 5005
Rock . 6 ; 34 '.
" ' "" " "~ ~
Dark»colored shale 16 I 50 Well 175
.Dark-colored hardpa.ll 6 i 56 j
Sandy shale 26 82 On ridge, Verbalen Nursery, lhmiles
Dark-colored shale 6 88 I southeast of Marshall.,
Sandy shale 5 93 Red clay 12 ; 12
Fine-grained sand . 8 ; 101 Fine-grained sand 12 ! 24
Hard rock 2 i 103 Blue shale 5 29
Soft sandy shale 40 ! 143 Dark-colored sand 24 53
Shale and boulders 8 j 151 j Hard gumbo 7 \ 60
Sandy shale, boulders 23 \ 174 j Lignite 1 ; 61
Hard rock 7 j 181 Gumbo 4
'
65
Fine-grained gray 1 Gray sand 11 j 76
water sand 55 " 236 jj Gumbo 4 j 80
Shale 70 ; 306 ! Gray sand 18 j 98
Sand_ 15 j _ 521 I ' ~~ "~ '~~
Well 188
Well 168 } partial log
Waterman Brick and Tile Co0i 4: mile
Jess Woodley, l^miles southeast of southeast of Waskom. H „ D. Rogers,
Marshall^ Woodley and Collins, driller,
drillers b Elevation, 312 feet, j Surface material 17 \ 17
Surface clay and sand 31 ; 31 Sand 3 ! 20
Lignite 3 J 34 | Gumbo 330 \ 350
Sand 40 j 74 Boulders 30 { 380
Rock 1 75 Gumbo 24_ ;





Analyzed at The University of Texas under the direction of W, W» Hastings, Chemist U. S. Department of the InteriorGeological Survey 3 and Dr. E« P s Schcch, Director of the Bureau of Industrial Chemistry ,. Results are In parts per millioF^ll
■
numbers correspond t o jiumbe rs in table of ■well jrec or ds . "'Depth! " Date""* [""'total jGair^llagne^]So3iiim and! Bic.ar-1 Sul- 1 OhlcU'j Fliior-t TS^r Toii&l ■'''Well} Owner | of of [dissolved !cium ! slum jPiotassium j ben ate! fate Iride } Ide jtr ate 'hardnessiwell I collection | solids ;(Ca) ; (Mg) ! (Na + X) " (HCOo.) \(S0 L ) \ (ci) ; (P) i (NOO ias CaCO^
::.l John Walker 16 Jan. 29, 1942 211 6,8 1? "36 "5,0 97 32 , ~ „22 852Ec L, Carrington 35 . do, 85 d/ b/ 22 12 '1016 " _26 163 Morton School 32 do. 328 15 15 90 18 2 196 ,1 c/ 99d/ 4 Smyrna School 39 -do. 126 21 b/ 30 134 5 4*5.-: .2 c/ 555 Smyrna ColoredSchool 13 do, 40 8,8 b/ 3-^7 6 3 14 .2 c/ 256 Harleton School 23 do. 49 a/ 3^2 7,1 12 3 6.0 W2W 2 20 227 D. D. Croft 61 do. 105 66 t 0 4.-44 .-4 26 37 30 20 .3 c/ 33« C. A. Clark 34 do, 41 a/ b/ 13 6 10 12 - c/ 59 New Zion ColoredSchool 22 Jan. 30, 1942 121 a/ b/ 37 6 49 20 .2 c/ 10 ■10 Piney School Spring Jan. 29, 1942 27 a/ b/ 5.1 6 2 4.5 ,1 c/ 10d/ 11 Friendly School 57 do, 71 a/ b/ i.lB 6 30 13 .2 c/ 1612 St. James School Spring Jan. 30, 1942 22 a/ b/ 8.7 12 2 4,5 .1 c/ 013 Hickory GroveRosenwall School 16 do n 49 a/ b/ 15 6 3 24 .1 c/ 1114 Macadonia School 37 do. 56 aj b/ 17 6 26 8.0 .1 c/ 715 Henderson School 16 Mar. 10, 1942 40 10 b/ 2.1 31 2 2.5 .1 c/ 3116 Woodland Indepen-dent School 26 Nov. 3, 1941 42 a/ b/ 12 24 10 5.0 ,1 c/ 1117 Frank Davis 16 Feb. 11, 1942 35 a/ b/ 9.0 12 7 8,58 ,5 - c/ 1118 Ware School 30 do. 29 a,/ 3.6 4,4 18 2 3,0 ,1 c/ 1719 Beckham ColoredSchool 15 do. 18 a/ b/ 5.1 12 2 3»0 .1 c/ 6d/ 20 W. H. Nesbett 45 do. 55 14 b/ ' 5.8 55 % 4,5 c/ 4122 Edmond Key 34 do. 24 a/ b/ 3.0 0 >r2r 2 4.5 - c/ 1123 Nancy Harris 32 Feb. 10, 1942 189 6.8 b/ 53 12 H 52 - 55 2724 W. T tf Slater 17 Feb. 11, 1942 203 14 16 34__ 18 \ _88 _■ ' 3£_ 3.00a/ Less than 5 parts per million. c/ Less than. 20 parts per million". " *"b/ Less than 3 paints per million. d/ Analyses of water from selected wells and springs are given inequivalents per million on page 52* ' v ■ ""
Partial analyses of water from wells and springs in Harrison County, Texas
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Partial analyses of water from wells anu springs in Harrison County-— Continued.
I ._ __. Results are in parts per million, .. ,j
;
Depth | Bate ; Total :Cal- ! Magne- I Sodium and > Bicar- !Sul-" \ Ohio-' " Fluor -T Ni- ! ~TotalWell ; Owner \ of of I dissolved i cium > sium jßotassiiam ibonatetfate 'ride | ide ; trate ; hardnes! " well 1 collection ; solids ;(Ca) \ (Mg) \ (Na l - X) !(HCOo) {(SO/) !(Cl) ■ (F) ' (NOg) \ as CaCO
27 T. J, Taylor 64 Oct, 28, 1941 587 ~EJ ~S7~ 2342 34 354 4 ISST ~c/ 22d/ 28 George WashingtonCarver ColoredSchool 105 Oct, 27, 1941 367 24 20 91 262 42 52 ,2 c/ 14229 T. J. Taylor 120 Feb, 13, 1942 514 39 19 123 146 120 141 .2 c/ 17729 do, 306 Feb. 2.1, 1942 375 10 b/ 142 299 30 44 .1 c/ 3130 Longhorn OrdnanceWorks 133 - 446 6,8 3.6 174 360 10 74 .1 c/ 3231 Karnack IndependentSchool 105 Oct. 27, 1941 259 a/ 5-4 95 201 15 40 .'5 c/ 3332 Miss Elizabeth Baker 18 do. 1,834 236 75 326 268 37 758 .2 c/ 90133 A, G. Foster 137 Feb. 10, 1942 313 6.8 b/ 111 159 64 50 .5 c/ 2734 V, H. Moore 228 Oct. 28, 1941 34 n a/ 4,1 133 256 31 46 c/ 1735 Caddo Lake StatePark I,ooo+ Oct. 27, 1941 5,064 42 11 1,933 122 3 3,015 - - 15236 do. 315 do. 32.0 a/ b/ 128 256 25 38 .4 c/ 1137 W*. E. Hartzo 133 Nov. 3, 1941 818 a/ b/ 330 366 2 302 - c/ 1038 Fred. R. Mayfieid 100 Oct. 28, 1941 344 a/ 11 120 244 23 66 - c/ 57d/ 40 Gus Noble 103 do. 305 a/ b/ 121 220 23 50 - c/ 1141 Johnson Ranch 103 Nov. 3, 1941 275 a/ b/ 108 201 31 34 ,3 c/ 1142 Dallas-Caddo Hunting Club 125 Oct. 28, 1941 369 7-6 9.0 127 171 21 120 .3 c/ 5645 Lake Chapel ColoredSchool 36 Feb. 12, 1942 91 a/ 4.9 26 6 17 34 .2 c/ 2046 Pleasant Hill School 18 do^ 55 a/ b/ 19 12 10 17 =1 c/ 547 Mto Zion ColoredSchool 18 do,, 104 23 b/ 14 85 11 9.5 .1 c/ 6748 Old Border Schooland Church 21 do, 36 6.4 b/ 6,0 24 2 " 8.0 .1 c/ 2149 Hart School 17 do. 800 118 56 108 232 2 401 -3 c/ 52550 Shilfa Baptist Church 19 da. __259____ a/ 11 81 31 20 129 »2 c/ _5?a/ Less than 5 parts per milli -.n, c/ Less thanb/ Less than 3 parts per million,, ~oj Analyses of water from selected wells and soring- are given inequivalents per million on 1 page 52* '""" ■"
Map of Harrison County, Texasshowing water wells and springs
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Partial analyses of water iron wells and springs in Harrison County —ContinuedResults are in parts per million. ■ .
| |_ , _._._- r g^ te , To;bal - jcal-. ! Magnet-.; Sodium and !3icar- jSul-~fChlo" ; Fluor- ; Ni~ ; TotalWe'i.3 ' Owner ! of of ! dissolved ; cium ! slum 'potassium jbmate {fate ! ride ; ide itrate ; hardness" ! jwell ] collection ! solids ; (Ca) ! (Mg) j (Na +X) ;(HCO 3 ) !(30/,) ' (Cl) j (?) :(N0 3 ) jas CaCO 31 U^tLl J_ -i — 1 (calc, ) j I J [ 1— ,'Ccalc'O..37~5f"DT V. Blo~c"k£r '~~ 205 Feb. U> 1942 53 ~W 479 " "IX" '49 2 1.0 " ,4 c/ 2052 Mrs, A. 3. Baldwin 1,930+ Feb. 12, 1942 166 "6.8 3.6 53 13.3 2 4*o .1 c/ 3253 Annie Glade School 13~ do'« 137 a/ 3.5 38 6 6 79 .2 c/ 4054 —Colored School 11 Feb. 13,1942 55 a/ b/ 17 12 12 17 .2 c/ 1055 Rock Hill ColoredSchool 31 Feb, 9, 1942 39 a/ 6,1 5.1 37 3 4.0 .1 c/ 2956 William Johes 17 Feb. 11, 1942 16 a/ b/ 1.2 6 2 3»5 c/ 12d/ 57 0. H. Clark 300 Nov. 13, 1941 128 10 5.4 33 104 IS 11 .4 c/ 4859 Paul Whaley 155 do. 75 a/ 5,4 19 73 2 8.0 - c/ 3360 George Pendergast 155 do., 93 6,8 6.6 21 79 8 12 - 9/ 4461 City of. Marshall 200 Nov. 17,1941 71 10 5-4 4.3 6 40 8,0 .2 c/ 4862 do., 240 Nov. 12, 1941 67 7.6 9.0 2,5 31 26 6,5 .2 ■ 0/ 5663 do. 300 do H 121 10 5<4 2,8 0 96 6*5 0 9/ 4864 do. 300 do, 88 a/ 6,6 16 24 42 7.0 .1 c/ 3967 do* 473 do, 328 18 b/ 103 177 100 13 .1 c/ 5168 do, 375 do. 276 10 3.9 89 165 77 15 .2 c/ 426.9 do. 351 Nov. 13, 1941 302 15 b/ 100 189 77 16 .2 c/ 4070 do. 422 Nov. 12, 1941 345 6,0 11 109 195 103 20 0 c/ 62d/ 81 Southwestern Gas &Electric Co, 580 Nov., 18, 1941 448 26 4.1 141 287 100 36 .1 c/ 8384 Independent Ice Co. 323 do, 383 104 9>o 23 275 100 12 .3 c/ 29690 Darco Corp. 248 do. 129 22 9*o 11 0 23 64 - 0/ 9191 do. 192 do, 324 23 24 45 0 50 132 0 c/ 15592 do. 201 do. 400 19 24 84 0 38 185 - c/ 14593 do. 11l do. 377 20 20 46 0 81 203 - c/ 13294 do, 50 doo 32 10 b/ 17 12 4 42 - c/ 3795 do. 128 do. 151 20 13 16 85 46 14 .2 c/ 10 396 do, 125 do. 247 44 25 5^3 116 100 16 - c7/c 7 / 21097 0, D. Hays I,ooo+ Nov. 13, 1941 350 12 5*4 118 26.2 72 14 .1 c/ 5399 Frank Granbery 254" Nov. 17, 1941 156 27 21 2,8 146 22 10 ,7 1/ 153100 Ebenezer ColoredSchool 30 J^an, 30, 1942 31 a/ 6,1 17 18 20 25 o2 c/ 34101 Potters CreekColored School 23 Feb. 17, 1942 _24__ _a/ b/ k*k 6_ 8 s*o *3 g/ 12a/ Less than 5 parts per million., c/ Less than 20 parts per million ,b/ Less than 3 parts per million. d/ Analyses of water from selected wells and springs, are>gi~/eimbx !" .', 'equivalents p^r million on page s^»
4-P
Partial analyses of water from we.uls and sprd ngs in Harrison County —Continued
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well | collection I solids !(Ca) j (Mg) \ (Na + X") j (HCOo) > (SO/ ) \ (01) ! (F) ! (NOo) ;as CaCOo_ _; j (ft.) ! i ; j I (caic i__L i±_ L [ L .._. j.(. calc ')102 Pv 1 B. Bailey 30 Jan. 28, 1942 116 66 c0c 0 4J+ 22 0 16 24 - 50 33103 Rose Hill ColoredSchool 25 do, 37 a/ b/ 11 6 3 14 .1 c/ 7104 E. H n Lowery 272 Oct. 17, 1941 197 14 7.3 47 79 69 21 ,3 y 6.5105 U. G. Lowery 250 do* 210 9,6 6.1 59 98 69 18 .1 c/ 49106 Brooks Colored.High School 17 Jan. 27, 1942 39 a/ b/ 1.1 6 2 10 .1 c/ 6107 City of Hallsviiie 201 Oct. 17, 1941 331 2,8 1.7 114 156 105 17 - 0 14109 —Young 26 Jan.. 27, 1942 29 a/ b/ 5.1 6 4 4*o c/ 11d/110 E, L a Barnes 27 Jan., 30, 1942 10l a/ 3,6 53 0 3 92 - c/ 22111 Cartersville Colored School 20 do, 32 a/ . b/ 12 12 3 8.0 ,2 c/ 0112 Hebron ColoredSchool 16 Jan. 29, 1942 29 a/ b/ 6.7 6 2 11 .1 c/ 10113 Seff Davis 23 do', 108 a/ 5,6 29 24 10 34 "- c/ 281.16 Lily Hill School 20 do. 33 a/ b/ 12 6 3 8,0 .1 c/ 0117 W. H, Schaffer 30 Jan . 28, 1942 32 a/ b/ 9,0 6 10 4,0 c/ 5113 Noonday Camp Ground Spring do, 42 a/ b/ 16 18 2 14 .1 c/ 2120 Johnson ColoredSchool 25 do, 26 a/ b/ 8,3 0 2 5,5 .2 c/ 0121 Mrs. Nora Davis 35 Feb. 9,1942 55 a/ 5,6 9.2 12 8 6,0 - 20 23d/122 Dell Everett 304 Nov. 4, 1941 220 a/ b/ 79 165 46 7,5 «4 c/ 22123 E. G. Barker 36 Jan. 2?, 1942 101 a/ b/ 30 18 3 22 - 34 12124 Maple Springs School 16 do, 129 a/ b/ 40 18 60 14 - c/ 12125 Gum Spring School 22 Jan. 23, 1942 24 a/ b/ 4.6 12 2 3»5 ,1 c/ 11126 Friendship ColoredSchool 23 Jan. 27, 1942 4.3 a/ b/ 11 12 7 11 .3 c/ 1.1127 J. K n Bivens FarmsCo n 18 do. 234 17 13 44 13 10 91 - 50 93128 do. 3,000^ do, 1,340 6.3 3,6 540 738 3 422 080 8 c/ 32d/129 John W. Scott 27 Nov. 4, 1941 22 a/ b/ 3.9 67 5.0 c/ 11"130 J.B, Cullen. 32 Jan. 27, 1942 32__ a/ __y 10 12 2 3*5 - c/ 3a/ Less than 5 parts per mil-lion,, c/ Less than 20 parts per million.h/ Less than 3 parts per million,. d/ Analyses of water from selected wells and springs are given inequivalents \per- million on, page 52 * ' ~
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Partial analyses of water from wells and springs in Harrison County —Continued._ Results are in parts per milXion^ .__ . ;+. _._ . . []~) e pth ! Date j Total !Cal- ! Magne- Isodiram and ! Bicar- ISul- j Chlo- ! Fluor- ! Ni ! TotalWell ; Owner !of; of ; dissolved ( -cium I slum [potassium jbonate -jfate ! ride I ide ; trate ■ hardness[well | collection solids l(Ca) \ (Mg) j (Na + E) I (HCOo) ;(SO,; (SO, ) j (Cl) | (F) !(N! (N0 3 ) las CaCOo
'
.
liltflJ J > ! j (calc, ; ; '■ Z_j_ i j _JlcalcO_;131 George Welch Est, 26 Jar,. 27, 1942 313 6.0 7,1 36' 6 2 88 1.2 120 44133 Sweet Home ColoredSchool 20 Jan, 28, 1942 37 a/ b/ 12 12 3 12 .1 c/ 5134 Red Oak School 26 do..' 25 §J b/ 2.1 6 2 7.5 .1 c/ 17135 Atlas ColoredSchool 18 do, 20 a/ b/ 6,9 6 2 3,0 .1 c/ 0136 Cooperville ColoredSchool 28 Jan. 27 , 1942 30 a/ 3:. 6 3«5 6 2 5*5 - c/ 17d/137 Will T, Cock 2,548 Nov. li b 1941 684 a/ b/ 291 695 3 44 - c/ 2138 Lingo Lumber Co, 343 Feb., 14, 1942 ii r225r 225 3 2,0 505 763 5 338 - 0 8139 Cave SpringSchool - Nov. /,., 1941 43 a/ 6.6 6,2 24 2 18 - c/ 34143 Fair point ColoredSchool 25 Jan. 28, 1942 124 a/ 8.5 25 0 "2 36 ,3 50 40141 D. G. Driskell Spring Feb. 14, 1942 1,361 130 83 143 0 899 101 ,8 c/ 666143 M. G-, Blalock 225 Nov. 18, 1941 100 7<6 7.5 21 85 13 8.5 - c/ 50144 Grange Hall Inde-pendent School 28 Nov. 4, 1941 53 8.0 b/ 3.9 16 20 2.5 ,4 c/ 32d/145 W u M. Dinkle 250 Nov. 18, 1941 96 11 6*6 16 67 18 11 ,3 c/ 54146 Fairview School - Feb. 17, 1942 98 a/ b/ 35 18 20 32 ,2 c/ 6147 K. H, Power 24 do, 308 13 36 36 12 146 69 .1 0/ 183d/148 Van McClellan 43 do. 134 23 3.6 25 122 15 7-0 - c/ 72149 Lewis Anderson 63 Nov. 14, 1941 29 a/ b/ 5.5 24 2 5,0 - c/ 17152 Dudley Morgan 175 do, 372 24 13 109 311 23 50 - c/ 113154 Willie Mitchell 112 do. 34 5.6 b/ 5-3 24 2 7-5 - c/ 21155 Arthur Fisher 10.5 Nov. 4, 1941 352 52 39 35 372 2 41 - c/ 289156 F. V. Williams 2,508 do, 419 a/ b/ 173 433 4 24 c/ 17157 Mrs. BarrettGibson 91 Nov. li, , 1941 544 31 15 174 519 12 57 c/ 139158 do. 2,600+ do, 389 30 b/ 118 153 7 148 ,3 c/ 87159 do. 73 do., 1,883 128 155 364 756 238 620 .1 c/ 956160 Community Center 147 do, 304 7.6 b/ 119 317 8 12 .3 c/ 26162 John Wood _ Nov. 4, 1941 448 a/ b/ 186 415 5 50 ,3 c/ 12d/163 Blocker Estate 73 Feb. 13, 1942 ' 52 6,4 b/ 13 55 ■2 ■ 1.0, ~c/ :a/ Less than 5 parts per million. c/ Less than 20 parts per million.b/ Less than 3 parts per million* a/ Analyses of water from selected wells and springs are given iniquivslaats pcr ■ "million on" pagg 52," '"
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i Depth ; " Date" j "Total" [Cal~ ! Magne-j Sodium and'sicar-Jsul-- ; Chlo ~| Fluo-P-- ! Ni-- | Total.Well 1 Owner I of of ! dissolved jcium ; slum ! Potassium ;bonate j fate ! ride j ide j trate; hardnes
;
Iwell ; collection ! solids |(Ca) | <Mg) | (Na +Vk) \ (HCOo) j(SO;j (SO; ) I(Cl)I (Cl) ; (F) ! (NOq) l as CaCO_j_ L^i__J J ] l | (calc, ) I ( ] ! U^Jl£2j£ii.165 Humble Pipe LineCo, 150 Feb, 13/19A2 289 a/ b/ 115 262 10 28 ,1 c/ 17166 H. W. Scott 35 Feb. 17, 1942 561 20 18 140 67 67 127 *2 II 356l3 56l 126167 Claude Mercer 32 do, 870 59 52 191 177 19 398 ~ 64 362d/109 Elysian FieldsSchool 204 Oct. 29, 1941 125 14 b/ 33 122 4 H c/ 47170 W. L, Rudd 17 Feb, 13, 1942 18 a/ b/ 4-6 12 4 1.5 c/ 6171 - 13 do., 33 a/ b/ 8,7 18 5 7-0 - c/ 11d/172 Long Ridge School 33 do, 25 a/ b/ 4 = 8 12 4 4>5 .1 V 121% Verhalen Nursery 27 Feb, 9j 1942 46 .a/b/10 6 2 8,5 -c/ 12175 do, 28 do. 76 a/ b,/ 18 12 17 20 - c/ 22176 do, 40 do.. 261 31 13 52 195 26 41 - 0/ 133177 Webb Rogers Spring Feb. 13, 1942 22 a/ b/ 5,8 6 2 s=o .1 c/ 5178 Gulf Service Sta» 30 do n 57 6,8 3.6 11 49 4 8,0 c/ 32d/182 United Gas PipeLine Co. 92 Oct. 31, 1941 84 8.0 b/ 22 67 2 16 ,1 c/ 32186 Allen Thomas 151 Oct. 29, 1941 540 16 16 172 262 77 130 - c/ 105d/139 Waterman p rick andTile Co., 200 do c 297 39 22 44 171 18 '90 - c/ 189190 Frost Lumber Co- 200 do. 1,043 60 11 319 317 192 305 .1 \l 197192 United Gas PipeLine Co, 170 Oct. 31, 1941 533 ■ 13 15 177 293 77 112 c/ 94193 do, 161 do, 5-)2 5,6 9,0 180 268 65 110 - c/ 51194 Gainesville Colored School 22 Feb. 13, 1942 136 8,-4 b/ 45 92 10 24 ,9 c/ 26d/195 Edwin Spears 36 do, 58 a/ b/ 18 12 23 7^-5 .1 c/ 6197 Don B. Long 25 do 0 268 10 7-3 % 37 8 141 - %J 55198 Willow WaysideColored School 21 do, 77 a/ b/ 27 12 2 32 »2 c/ 6a/ Less than 5 parts per million. _c/ Less than 20 parts per million 0b/ Less than 3 parts per million. d/ Analyses of water from selected well s and springs are given in?fiUJC^a.leo.ts .par millian on page -52 .. : 'C. .
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c/ Determination by Darco Corporation..
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G h enii c aX Anatyseer —Continuet inue dResults are in Itv. " ;., i i
| , Depth ; g^- -7 Ca j"_"7*"* gag^r 7~ So diiirn and ißicar-jSul- j Ohio- | Fluor- ! Ni j. TotalWell! Owner 1 of of j cium j slum j Potassium ;bonate!fate i ride | ide i trate ! hardnessj Swell I collection | (ca) ! (Mg) I (Na + X) '(HCO3) : (SO4) ; (Cl) i (F) | (NO3) | as CaCO 3
I j
(ft,,) ! ___ J (calg^J [ j___ 1I; J ' (calc,)~ 4 Smyrna School 39 Jan . 29 , 1942 1,04 ~ 0/36 1.30 "2,20 00 e 06 0.13' 0.01 0.01 1.1011 Friendly School 57 do, .16 .16 ,79 .10 624 .37 .01 1.5 «3220 W. K. Mesbett 45 Feb. 11, 1942 .72 .10 .25 .90 .04 .13 - ..0 ,8228 Gee Washington \ ■Carver ColoredSchool 105 Oct. 27, 1941 1,20 1.64 3,96 4.30 .38 1,47 .01 .15 2,8440 Gus Noble 103 Oct. 28, 1941 .08 .14 5»2? 3*60 048 1,41 - ,2251 D, V. Blocker 205 Feb. 14, 1942 .0 ,40 ,49 .80 .04 ,03 *02 *0 ,4057 0. H. Clark 300 Nov. 18, 1941 *52 .44 1.44 1-70 ,37 =31 «02 - ,9681 Southwestern Gasand Electric Co. 580 do, 1.32 ,34 6,14 4*70 2,08 1,02 ,005 1*6611D E. L. Barnes 27 Jan, 30, 1942 ,14 »30 2*32 ,0 .06 2.59 - .11 .44122 Dell Everett 304 Nov. 4, 1941 »20 ,24 3-45 2.70 .96 ,21 uO2u 02 *44129 John W. Scott 27 do. .08 ,14 .17 .10 .15 .14 ~ -22137 Will T« Cock 2,500 Nov. 14, 1941 -00 _04 12,-67 11,40 006O 06 1,24 ,01 ,04145 W. M. Dinkle 250 Nov. 18, 1941 «54 .54 -70 1.10 .37 .31 - 1.08148 Van McClellan 43 Feb, 17, 1942 1.14 *30 I^o7 2*oo =.31 «2O .0 1.44163 Blocker Est, 73 Feb. 13,1942 ,32 .10 <57 -90 .0/+ .03 - ,02 »42169 Elysian FieldsSchool 204 Oct, 29, 1941 .70 .024 1^45 2,00 ,08 .31 .01 ,94172 Long Ridge School 33, Feb. 13, 1942 .04 .20 .21 .20 ,03 ,13 .01 »03 =24132 United Gas PipeLine Co. 92 Oct. 31, 1941 .40 .24 *95 1.10 ,04 .-45 -005 <.64189 Waterman Brick andTile Co. 200 Oct. 29. 1941 1.94 1.84 1*93 2,30 .37 2.54 - - 3-78195 Edwin Spears 36 Feb. 13, 1942 ,02 110 ,80 .20 .43 .21 ,01 ,02 .12






I Subdivisions ' thickness j Character
j (feet) j of rocks






"I Yields small quan-
tities of water to

























































i of clay, glau-
I conitic sand and
| impure lignite*
[in general yields' only small quan-
tities of rather
[highly mineralized












Medium to fine- Yields large quan-
grained massive tities of water to
and lenticular wells. Lower sands
sands interbedded generally yield
with clay or somewhat highly








4^o-600 Clay, "silt, glau-■Not know to yield








FIGURE 2-Electrical Logs of Oil Testsin Harrison County, Texas
